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And '  they ' re  of f l  The Ter race-K i t imat  f itness .cha l ienge la rger  group of f i tness enthus iasts  are ready to leave on the 
began Sunday desp i te  Inc lement  weather .  Above,  par.. K i t imat  run, 'jog or  walk .  
t i c lpants  In  the Ter race  Mother ' s  Day wa lk  and  be low,  a ' 
• • . . . , , , 
" " i " " :  ? '  . .  ' 
• . , , ~ - /  
Still time to join in! /!!:/ 
The Terrace-Kitimat :fitness 
chaUe ,nge got off to a soggy start 
Sunday. In Terrace about 40 adults 
and children, and what seemed like 
almost ~. as many dogs; ignored 
persistent drizzle ~ and cool tom- 
after 1:30 p.m. Most walked,, but 
about three rode bicycles and one 
man made his way in a wheelchair. 
Although the rain dispelled the 
hopes of having a large crowd turn 
peratures to complete the Mother's outin Kitimat, organizers Were still 
Day walk: pleased with the 127 people that took 
Many clad in ra.incoais, hooded, part in the Sunday. afternoon ac- 
.pa..rk.as,or clutch.~g umb..rellas, th.ey _ Uvi~,: . .. . . . . . .  
start signal from' Kitimat% town~th  'r" recreation centers :will be 
crier, ready to face the challenge 0f..; t~gistering those wishing to take 
one of three events - a run, jogo.r!/~rt in cycling, swimming, roller 
w a l k . .  ~ s~ting, or any other physical ac- 
Joe lannarelli, Kitimat recreation : tivityduring the week. 
director, said although the numbers ~i- ' 
for the. Sunday twent were lower: ~i'He estimates about 4,000 to 5,000 
than expected, the overall number of' ~ople will take part. See page three 
participants in the week-long for a schedule of Monday and, 
challenge will behigh because all Tuesday fitness'challenge events in 
~: :~. , ' .~  L~ 
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2 3rd Governor-General 
Jean n e Sau ve 
sworn in on 
Parliament Hill 
OTTAWA (CP)" Jeanne Sauve 
called on Canadluns to join a 
crusade for peaceas,  she became 
Canada's 23rd Governor General 
today in a colorful:ceremony full of 
pom'p and pageantry on Parliament 
Hill. ', " i~  ." ~" . 
Sauve, first womanSpeaker of the 
House of Comm6ns ~d 'now ;first 
woman Gevemor General, swore 
allegiance to the Queen and her 
successors in the ornate red Senate 
chamber ona family Bible used by 
her husband, Maurice, when he was 
first appointed to the cabinet 20 
years ago. 
Then she urged, canadians to go 
beyond "the building of a great 
nation" to set "an example for the 
world by a deep involvement in 
global reconstruction - - a recon- 
struction •whose final Objective is 
peace/ . 
"Peace is the ultimate goal from 
which we cannot digress as long as 
the world is inhabited by starving, 
mistreated people who are victims, 
of the selfishness, indifference and 
cruelty of others." * 
"Peace should be our rallying cry, 
our foremost cause and the most 
compelling objective of our common 
action,", said Sauve in a low voice, 
looking wan after an illness which 
delayed the investiutre. 
Prime Minister Trudeau called 
Sauve "a remarkable person" and 
said the appointment of the first 
woman " Governor General 
represents a "welcome volution of 
our society. 
"After being represented in 
Canada by men for such a long 
period, it is right and proper that 
Her Majesty should finally have a 
woman representative h re. 
"I am happy and proud to par- 
ticipate in this momentous event," 
he told Opposition Leader Brian 
Mulroney, Chief Justice Brian 
Dickson and the other judges of the 
Supreme Court of Canada, family, 
friends and other dignitaries 
crowded into the upper chamber to 
watch the ceremony. 
Sauve, a native of Howell, Saak., 
praised Trudesu "for 'having so 
sincerely and persuasivel~, ex- 
pressed your ideas on the significant 
contribution of Canadian women to 
the life and progress of our society." 
"She promised to concentrate her 
efforts "to the promotion of the 
ideals of unity, brotherhood and 
peace." 
Sauve and her husband, both 
former Liberal cabinet minister, 
were greeted by cheering crowds 
when they arrived in limousines 
under bright sunshine on the Hill and 
were serenaded by choirs as they 
made their way through the Hall of 
Honor to the Senate. 
r The Sauves arrived from Montreal 
on a special Via Rail train Saturday 
and practised theirparts for today's 
investiture ceremony during a dress 
rehearsal Sunday. 
Demand for security report 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  The Liberal degree, murder in connection with 
Opposition in Quebec has announced the shooting. 
it will /demend a special QUebec provincial police are 
parliamentary commission 1o in- considering using armed guards and 
vestigate security at the national metal detectors to bolster security 
assembly, inthe wake of last week's 
shooting rampage, 
Opposition Leader Michel Gratton 
said Sunday-that the Liberals will 
present a motion Tuesday to 
demand that the provincial 
government set up such a com- 
mission. 
The national assembly is to 
resume sitting Tuesday for the first 
time since a man fired a sub- 
machine-gun in the assembly 
chamber last Tuesday, killing three 
people and wounding 13, shortly 
at entrances to the national 
assembly.' 
"Security measures can be very 
effective while at the same time 
discreet," said an unidentified 
'police official quoted in La Prease. 
"It's not necessary that guards 
point guns at people. It's simply a 
question of preventing crazy 
shooters .or undesirables from 
penetrating the inside of the 
government building," 
A report on the force's security 
recommendations will be preaetRed 
before the,assembly was scheduled to the assembly later this week. 
to begin sitting for t`he day. ON SECURITY 
Denis Lertie, 25, a Canadian The Liberals wantthe special 
Forces corporal, pleaded not guilty commisSion to investigate past and 
Wednesday tothree charges of first, present security and to evaluate 
"1 
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proposals to improve it, Gratton said 
in an intdrview. 
They also want the commission's 
hearings to be televised. 
The Liberals believe a special 
commission must be established --
rather than using the national 
assembly's existing parliamentary 
commission - - to give it the greatest 
possible freedom in carrying out the 
investigation, Gratton said. 
By using a special commission 
Speaker Richard Guay, who 
presides over the existing 
parliamentary commission, could 
be called :to testify and answer 
questions from members of the 
national assembly. 
Quebec J, ustice Minister Pierre 
Marc Johnson said Saturday the 
shooting was an isolated act and 
does not mean society has become 
more tolerant of violence. 
Shooting, riots sweep, 
northern India states 
NEW DELHI (Reuter) --  A Hindu newspaper editor in Punjab 
member of India's security forces 
has been killed and 10 people have 
been injured in shootings and riots in 
the northern Indian states of. Punjab 
and Haryana, the Press Trust of 
India news agency reported today. 
A member of a .local home guard 
unit was shot dead and two people, 
including a policeman, were 
serious|y injured when extremists 
attacked them at Jandoke railway 
station about 32 kilometres from the 
Sikh holy city of Amritsar on Sunday 
night, the agency said. 
Eight people wel'e injured Sunday 
during rioting by Hindus in Punjab's 
neighboring state of Haryana. 
Rioters in the town of Yamunagar 
were protesting the murder of a 
on Saturday. 
The news agency said police 
wielding canes charged crowds who 
set buses and other vehicles ablaze; 
tried to. set a temple on fire and 
stoned shops and another eligious 
shrine. , 
About 2,500 mourners attended the 
cremation Sunday of the editor.in- 
chief of the Punjab-based Hind 
Samacher, India News, newspaper 
group, P, amesh Chander. 
Sikh extremists hot Chander in 
the centre of the town of Jullunder 
during the weekend. 
A group calling itself the Dash- 
mesh 'regiment claimed respon- 
sibility for Chander's death. 
newlywed couple 
COLOMBO .(AP) --  The kid- 
nappers of an American couple were 
reported to have agreed today to 
free the newlyweds, officials said, 
hours after extending a deadline to 
kill the pair unless $2 million in gold 
was delivered. 
"It appears they would be  
released, but we don't know the time 
or place," said Roy Whitaker, U.S. 
vice-consul in Madras, capital of 
India's Tamil Nadn state. 
At first, the Tamil separatist 
kidnappers had set a deadline for 
noon today (2:30 a.m. EDT) to kill 
Stanley Allen, and vowed to kill his 
wife, Mary Elizabeth, six hours later 
if the Sri Lankan government did not 
meet the demands. The kidnappers 
claim the couple spied for the U.S. 
Central Intelligence Agency. 
Tamil Nadn state officials said 
they. persuaded Tamil separatists, 
arrested in a roundup Sunday, to 
telephone Jaffna, Sri Lanka, whe/.e 
the  Americans were kidnapped 
Thursday night, and order fellow 
secessionists to release the pair. 
i'It was an order, and. they 
obeyed," said K. Mohandas, 
Inspector-General of Crime and 
Intelligence. Earlier, he  said an 
informant reported the kidnappers 
were looking for a face-saving way 
out. 
State Chief Secretary K. 
Chockalingam said: "There are 
indications they would be released in
a matter of hours." 
' TamilNadu authorities said if6 Sri 
Lankan separatists were rounded up 
for questioning. Two of the detained 
rebels called Jaffna, Mohandas aid. 
The kidnappers' notes demanded 
that the ransom be paid through the 
government of Tamil Nadu, where 
Tamil terrorists were reported to be 
training recruits in their drive to win 
independence for the Tamils of Sri 
Lanka, a minority ethnic group 
there. 
Claiming to belong to the People's 
Liberation Army, the kidnappers 
• accused their victims of working for.  
the CIA. The ne@lyweds, from: 
Columbus, ~Ohin, had recently ~- 
moved to Jaffna, where he worked :: 
on water projectsinnded by the U,S. 
Agency for International 
Development. 
Shortly after the noon deadline 
passed, a U.S. Embassy spokesman, 
Ronald Open, told The Associated 
Press the abductors had extended 
the ultimatum by six hours to give 
the Sri Lankan government time to 
pay the ransom and free 20 T atoll 
secessionists from jail. 
"This is our final warning," said 
the note, the third sent to the 
government by the kidnappers. 
The government rejected their 
demands but offered to talk. 
Sri Lanka's security minister, 
Lalith Athalmuthadali, said two 
young men on bicycle delivered the 
latest note to a village leader who 
was ordered to pass on the note to 
the Jaffna provincial administrator, 
the minister said. 
Prisoners making 
dummy missiles 
BOWDEN, Alta. (CP) -- You 
won't ~ee prisoners at the Bowden 
Institution pressing licence plates --  
they work on missiles. 
The' sight of six-metre.long 
military rockets liding in and out of 
the prison industrial workshop still 
surprises visitors to the medium- 
security penitentiary, about I00 
kilometres north of Calgary, 
The project employs about six 
prisoners on an intermittent basis, 
modifying obsolete target drones - -  
or dummy missiles - -  for Canadian 
military use. 
• "It's just part of a production line 
thing we do to create more work in 
the institution," said Bob Hanna, 
Bowden's assistant warden of in- 
dustries. 
"It's not a complicated type of 
thing, but it's too small for a big 
company to entertain." 
The contract, said Hanna. in- 
volves cutting:holes in the drone 
fuselages to allow mounting of 
booster ockets at Canadian Forces 
Base Suffield in southern Alberta. 
The prisoners also manufacture 
and install a cylinder base plate to 
which the rockets can be attached, 
paint he drones and crate them for 
shipping to Suffield. 
Hanna said the rocket 
modification project Is popular 
among prisoners because it gives 
them a change of pace from making 
the usual office furniture and mail 
container equipment. 
"They particularly like the rocket 
modification because they can see 
they are doing something useful and 
their efforts are appreciated. They 
rather enjoy it and take a lot of pride 
in It. 
"It lends itself to a bit of diversity 
and contains a challenge for them 
because of ' the quailty-control 
stnndards." 
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REPORT 
FRANK HOWARD 
Skeena MLA 
Last week's debate on the 
spending estimates of the 
Ministry of Forests centered on 
cuts to provincial reforestation 
programs. Since 1980, when a 
Five Year Forest Renewal Plan 
was announced with great fan- 
fare, more than $100 million has 
been chopped from the original 
spending target for 1985. 
Forestry experts unanimously 
point o an alarming decline of 25- 
50 per cent in B.C.'s timber' 
harvest unless out-over lands are 
reforested and advanced 
management techniques are 
practiced. Such a decline could 
cost us as much as 1 in 10 of all 
jobs in the province and hundreds 
of millions of dollars of lost 
production. 
It is irrational to cut forest 
spending, which is not so much an 
expenditure as it is an investment 
in our resource heritage. 
The Socred government's 
short.sighted approach is best 
illustrated by the decision to 
reject an offer of federal 
assistance to forest programs 
worth $50 million per year. All 
that is needed is a provincial 
commitment tomatch this level 
of spending. 
Negotiation of a major new 
forest agreement could eliminate 
the backlog of logged-over lands 
within .the next decade and create 
the equivalent of 2,000 full.tlme 
jobs per year. Many times that 
number would benefit, in fact, 
since work requirements are 
seasonal. 
Such a program would secure 
the future of 3,000 workers now 
employed in forest-based 
manufacturing and $200 million 
per year in industry shipments. 
These figures are based upon 
research conducted by the 
Canadian Forest Service's 
Pacific Research Branch. 
Investment in reforestation 
and advanced forest 
management practices hquld be 
an immediate priority of both 
government and industry. 
Unless swift and decisive action 
is undertaken, our leading in- 
dustry will further decline, and 
the real opportunities for further 
economic development based 
upon our resource base will be 
foregone. 
i 
A search for the solution 
to our $30-billion deficit 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  How the next 
L ibera l  leader of. Canada views the 
country's $30-billlon deficit will have 
a direct impact on what kind of 
economy Canadians will face in the 
next 10 years. 
If he prefers the status quo and 
uses available funds to attack 
unemployment i stead of the deficit, 
there is a danger that interest rates 
will be inexo/~ably forced up, putting 
mortgages and consumer loans out 
of reach for the average Canadian. 
A decision to reduce the deficit by 
raising taxes or cutting overnment 
spending would lower domestic 
investment which could send the 
shaky economic recovery !nto a 
tailspin. With more of their money 
going to• government, consumers 
and businessmen would have less to 
spend on goods 
Without their 
' Instead, the government should o 
"something positive for Canada, 
something Liberal -- creating full 
employment." 
At that same meeting, Economic 
Development Minister DonJohnston 
took a crack at  Turner and other 
candidates whose economic 
statements have been long on 
promises but short on• detail. 
Johnston is against raising taxes 
and wants to cut spending by selling 
money-losing Crown corpOrations 
and eliminating duplication of 
services. He says increased 
economic activity is the key to 
reducing the deficit, which he said 
can'be done but not overnighti 
MAKE IT GRADUAL 
Employment Minister . John 
Roberts s~/ys he follows the 
specifics, saying he has to look at the 
country's books before he can get  
down to details. 
His chief rival in the l~adership 
campaign, Energy Minister Jean 
Chretien, does not comment, on 
promises made by other candidates. 
His' only observation on Turner's 
plan was that Ronald Reagan won 
the United States presidency by 
promising to bring down that 
country's deficit, a premise that 
remains unfulfilled. 
Chretien's solution is to spur 
economic growth by reaching anew 
partnership among business, labor 
and government. With co-operation 
from all three groups, Canada Would 
becomemore competitive, the 
economy would flourish and the 
increased revenues " would help 
and services, reduce the deficit. 
investment, the The energy minister is adam~Int 
economy woul~ falter. ~ ~ . that the problemshould not be ad- 
So the S~ven~lead~rshi~ hopefuls ~:''~dressed by;cUtting sOcial programs. 
are caught1~btw,~en  de~il and the ? TuHIeF~(~sU ~ tlbesn't plan to cut  
deep blue ~ea in their'search 'for social programs, but won't say what 
economic solutions, he will cut. 
L: 
:Police on alert 
,as; F ilipinos/i !:::go 
.:to.. polling places 
:MANK, A (AP) -- .Despite a 
• b0ycott.and two bloody shootouts, 
' FHipinos cro~vded polling places 
today to elect a National Assembly 
in the first major test of President 
Ferdinand "Marcos' strength since 
the' Benigu0 Aquino assassination. 
The latest violence came in a 
Communist rebel ambush that killed 
17 soldiers north of Manila and a 
shootout that killed nine people on 
the central Philippines island of 
Panay, both on election eve. 
Twenty.five million citizens were 
more opposition candidates against 
Marcos' powerful party. ~ : 
Several thousand people" : ad- 
vocating, on election boycottto 
protest against Marcos marched In 
the southerncitles ~of Bacolod:und 
Cebu today, but election officlals 
and observers said voting was brisk 
across the islands. ~ " 
Tbere were reports from'various 
opposition members and .: in- 
dependent pollwatchers of stolen 
ballot boxes,, bullying of voters, 
phoney ballots and i!!egal ioum , 
eligible to choose from among 1,000 paigning. " :: 
candidates to fill i83 seats in the However, FidelRamos,Phllippine 
assembly. . constabulary chief, said,the v0ting 
• Marcos' party now holds all but a would be "clean and credible'.'! : 
dozen seats, and he said he would be Polling officials applied:~ps of 
• surprised if his opponents won more indelible ink to voters' index fingers 
than30. His wife Imelda predicted a so they couldn't vote a second time. 
"clean sweep" for the New Society But an election watchdog group"kald 
Movement in metropolitan Manila,. it had reports of people successfully 
where she has campaigned for 21 removing the ink. i ~:,,~: 
government candidates. RUN BOYCOTT CENTRE8 : .... 
The government's nearly 300,000 
soldiers and police were placed on 
special alert after officials said 
there were rebel plansto disrupt he 
voting in this 7,100-island country of 
51 million people. 
Rebels ambushed and killed two 
officers and 15 soldiers late Sunday 
Leaders of the boycott campaign 
said free and honest elections were 
not possible under Marcos' rule,and 
operated 31 "people's ~: boycott 
centres" throughout Manila and an 
unknown umber of similar centres 
in other parts of the country. 
The boycott movement, 
in Ifugao province, 240 kil.ometres spearheaded by Agaplto Aquino, 
north of Manila. A military report brother of Benigno Aqulno, claims to 
said the soldiers were operating a have registered more than 26,680 
checkpoint o arrest people with boycotters simultaneously w th' the 
• firearms. _ voter registration last March.. 
The election is the first major test 
FIRE FROM JEEPS 
The military said the nine people 
were killed on Panay, 435 kilometres 
south of Manila, when men from two 
jeeps began shooting at each other 
on a bridge. 'l~.e leader of one group 
was ideQtified as re-election can- 
didate " Arturo Pacificado, who 
escaped injury. 
Two other candidates were killed 
during the campaign, which started 
March 27, and more than 30 other 
deaths were blamed directly on the 
election. 
More than 300 other killings were 
blamed on Communist rebels. 
Opponents were counting on 
discontent with Marcos' rule to give 
them long-denied power, but they 
were divided into several camps. 
Some races featured a dozen ' o~ 
of Marcos' strength since Benigno 
Aquino, his chief political rival, was 
killed Aug. 21. 
Critics accuse the mtlitary of 
killing Aquinoas he was stepping off 
a plane from three years in the 
United States to lead the opposition 
election campaign. Mhrcos denies 
government involvement. 
A commission investigating the 
killing is to resume hearings after 
the election. 
Aquino's family has been split 
over the election, with his widow 
Corazon campaigning for opposition 
candidates and Agapito leading ~ the 
boycott movement. 
Failure to vote is punishable by a 
six-month jail term, ineligibility for 
public office and a loss of further 
voting privileges. 
government line that the deficit El Salvador vote should be -gradually reduced over ' 
three years. Its size is~not pr~v~.;~,~,:, ~.;~-,h,,.,~ 
• t ing.those in. the prlvat~,~ec{or~, lr~,o.m.,, ,. ,,,,,,..~:., ~... " ' -,. ,- ' :,.~,; :~s i ; )  ,,:;.,a,.':' ~,;~",' ~ " '  ~ ~! ~ :';~"":~ 
°bta'ning'nves'me"t:cap'tal" '" .:a 
says. " " " : "  
However, some economists ay  -. 
They all agree the deficit should 
be reduced but some feel the 
problem is more urgent than do 
others. 
John Turner, a former finance 
minister who spent the last eight 
years as a Bay Street lawyer, says 
he can cut $15 billion from the total 
within seven years. This may in- 
volve increased taxes, reduced 
govei'nment spending-- or both. But 
the peg he is hanging his plan on is a 
revived economy in which business 
will prosper, flooding government 
coffers with income tax dollars. 
" MANY SKEPTICAL 
Turner's plan has been greeted 
with some.  skepticism by 
economists, who give him high 
marks for wanting to bring govern- 
ment spending into line but question 
whether he can chop $15 billion in 
In announcing his candidacy last large government deficits use up 
March, Chretien labelled unem- ~most of the available investment 
pinyment his No. 1 priority and said 
that balancing the books for the sake 
of balancing them would condemn 
hundreds of thousands of young 
people to the misery of unem- 
ployment. 
Justice Minister Marc 
sAN SALVADOR iAP) -- The 
presidential election, touted by the 
capital in the market, making it Reagan administration as the road 
difficult for private businesses to" t6 democracy and peace for El 
Obtain money at rates ',theyl can Salvador, has ended up alienating 
afford. When demand: fo r  moneY some Of the most powerful elements 
exceeds upply, interest rates are '. in the Central American country. 
: forced up. K centralist, Jose Napoleon 
.... ~ But'Roberts says there is excess Duarte of the Christian Democratic 
party, will be inaugurated June 1 to 
seven years. 
Turner refuses to provide. . ~ii key, and [hinks the government 
z:~:/shoMd assist industry in creating 
':!i'/jobs. rather than concentrating on U.S. dollar gains today thedef i c l t .  ~. 
LONDON (AP) - -  The U.S. dollar from 8.5120. London, the metal open~l at a bid 
gainedon world currency exchanges Amsterdam -- 3.1180 Dutch - price of $371.30 an ounce, compared: 
early today and gold prices were guilders, up from 3.1100. with Friday's late rate of $372. 
little changed. Milan --  1,708.68 Italian lire, up Later, the city's five bullion dealers 
The dollar jumped about two yen from 1,705.35. fixed a morning recommended price 
in Tokyoto close a t  231.50 yen, London -- 1.29535 Canadian of $371.20. 
compared with Friday's 229.75. dollars, up from 1.29395. In Zurich, the bid price was  
terprise organizations, in. El 
Salvador, praised the Salvadoran 
people for turning out to vote, but 
said the "clear Intervention" of the 
United States made a "grotesque 
joke" of the electoral process. 
The army, the most powerful force 
in the country, promised to respect 
the Duarte victory, but lerge 
numbers of officers are not happy MaeGuigan, another, leadership i capacity in the Canadian economy, 
• candidate, took Turner to task at the industry is not operating at  100 per be president of this war-torn country with the election, 10 commanders 
Liberalpolicy session in'Halifaxlast '.::cent and so demand for capital is ~for the next five years. He won a a said. ., 
low. • , • / narrow victory May 6 over Roberto Many are predicting a new out-" 
weekend. " I f  the economy suddenly went  d'Aubuisson o f  the far-right break of violence. 
"This week One of us spoke of gangbusters and everybody wanted Republican Nationalist Alliance, or "More than 40 per cent of the 
cutting $15 billion from the federal, money,: then we'd have to adopt a ARENA. : people in this country voted against 
budget," he said, without identifying ~ • crash pr0gram to reduce the deficit.:' D'Aubuisson has been linked to Duarte, and they are not going to sit 
Turner by name. "At the moment, here isnoneed for a right-wing death squad act.ivity, ~ by and watch him govern," a U.S. 
MacGuigan said the idea was ~disruptive, crash action tO reduce although the charges have not been official said; "I got a feeling that 
"bad economics and bad politics" the deficit by drastic measures.!' proven. - : < pretty soon San Salvador isnot going 
and that the eovernment should not Neither Indian Affairs Minister .The ~ Reagan administration to be a healthy town toJive in."; 
spend the next five years in the' John.. :Munro nor  Agriculture behoves Duarte is the best hope for Official election results gave 
"w ' : ~ ' minister ~:ugene wnemn 'mvor bringing 'about a true democracy Duarte 752,625 votes, or 53.6 per holly negatwe act of slash~,s~ . . . . . . .  ; '  -" ~ action government snendin~ to cut th~ immemate oencit-cumng . . . that  will lead leftist rebels to lay cent, to.651,741 votes, or 46.4 per 
ddicit" ~ ° - ~ . . . . . . .  ~ Munro says increased revenuo is the down their arms and rejoin main- .cent, for d'Aubuisson : _ 
• stream society. . 
However, when Duarte's victory 
was  made official Friday by the 
Central:. Election Counci!, his 
Whelan said the way t~y reduce 
go~;ernment waste is' fo r  every 
minister to know something about 
his department. "Then you'd have 
ministers who wouldn't have to 
solely depend on bureaucrats and 
you could reduce your deficits," he 
said without elaborating. 
authority was. rejected by  the 
powerful political right, led by 
d'Aubuissen. The victory was also 
rejected by the guerrilla movement, 
which called the election a farce. 
'GOT U.S. SUPPORT 
Duarte's main base of support 
comes from the United States, which 
NUI'.LIFIED ,VOTES 
' Election officials nullified 120,500 
voles - - la rger  than Duarte's 
margin of victory --  becauss the 
ballots were turned in blank,. 
marked wrong or otherwise in- 
correctly completed. 
Of the country's 14 provinces, 
d'Aubuisson won the vote in 10 
where the war is heavily con- 
At mid-morning in Europe, the- 
dollar was slightly higher against 
most currencies, compared with late 
Friday rates: 
Frankfurt -- 2.7702 West German 
marks, up from 2.7090. 
Zurich -- 2.2920 Swiss francs, up 
from 2.28625. 
Paris -- 8.5273 French francs, up 
In  London, the U.S. dollar was $371.10, down from $372.50 late 
quoted at 231.70 yen. Friday. 
The British pound, meanwhiie, Earlier, in Hong Kong, gold rose i
bought $1.3815, compared with 35 cents to close at a bid $372.79. 
$1.3855 Friday. Silver was quoted in London today 
In Montreal, U.S. dollar is terms at a bid price of $8.73an ounce, down ' 
of Canadian funds closed Friday from Friday's $8.765. 
_ down 7-50 at $1.2951. In Toronto, driver was 'quoted 
Friday at $11.298 Canadian an  
_ Gold prices lost in quiet rading. In " ounce. 
Whelan is convinced some of the apparently supported his victory ' eentrated. Duarte took only San 
candidates are playing politics with with asmuch as $2 million in secret Salvador and three western 
the issue. "When they're talking funds; and peasant and worker provinces where he began land 
about deficits, some of these groups who backed Duarte's reform while head of a civilian- 
politicians are a little tricky, you campaign in exchange for a military junta in 1080. 
know. They know tl~at certain things promised sha~e in his government. Hugh Bare'era, d'Aubulsson's 
the government is going to do and is Business, through a communique running mate said the Duarte vie- 
doing will overcome that big deficit of the Productive~ Alliance, which tory is "not worth a thing to me"  
by attrition." : represents most of the private en- because "the ClAwonthis election." 
/ I  I I 
Young people now have the right to appeal 
~ ~  that finding. applies to any person between their away. In either Case, the director "" travel and other important op. serious or Indictable offences such 
The right to appeal is just One of 12th and 18th birthdays, also era- could apply to a Youth Court tovary portunities. A young person with a as murder, they may keep the 
severalimportantlegnlrightswhich powers the Courts to be flexible in the disposition so that it was more criminal record ts starting andlt life records f.oraperiodofflveyasre. If, 
young people acquire under the_ altering its dispositions when the appropriate to the young person's with a.major handicap, something at the end of this period, the young 
.Young Offenders Act. Because the circumstances in Any particular 
i ;nugnn ~11; rm r r~ m n ~-rml nu ln~s ' rm nTmm 
The last of five articles on Young 
Offenders 
It is a major principle of our 
system of justice that, if a Judge 
makes a decision against you, you 
have a right to appeal his or her 
decision to another court, 
Until the federal government 
recently passed the Young Of. 
fenders Act, this right was not 
guaranteed to young people In 
konbte with the law. Under the new 
legislation, any young person who is 
found gudtyoi*~noi'i~-nee by.. a Youth 
Court Judge has the right to appeal. 
now Act makes young people more 
eeeountable for ,their acilous than 
they were under the old Juvenile 
Delinquents Act, it also gives them 
more rights with regard to sen. 
~nces, oppenk, records and other 
matters. 
As with adult sentences,' the 
ssntenees facing young offenders 
(called dispositions) must state that 
they are in effect for a certain 
amount of time and within certain 
maximum limits set out in law. For 
example, a young person cannot be 
bound by a probation order for a 
period longer than two years. 
The Young Offenders Act, which 
case warrant it. Say, for example, 
that a Youth Court judge had or- 
dered a young offender to spend 18 
months under supervision In a 
wilderness camp in a remote area. 
The law, in any case, requires a 
review of such an order after 12 
months. In our ease, a number of 
things might happen which could 
warrant a second look before the 12 
months were up. The I~havior of the 
young person might he so exemplary 
that the camp director might feel it 
was a good idea to return the of. 
fender to his parents' care, On the 
other hand, the young offender 
might persist in attempting to run 
behavior. 
The parents' likewise, or any other 
person who had an interest in the 
case .including the young person, 
could make an application to the 
Youth Court to change the 
disposition. As in all other stages of 
t~e case, the young person has a 
right to be represented by a lawyer. 
during the review. 
And while the Young Offenders 
Act intends to make young people 
more responsible for their law- 
breaking, ltdons not mean for them 
to suffer the stigma Of a criminal 
eonvintion Into their adult lives..A 
criminal re~ord is a serious obstacle 
to many kinds of Jobs, '  ~'~rsous 
the Young Offenders Act, want to 
avoid. It, therefore, ssts out detailed 
rules about he records of. a.young 
pemonwho has run afoul of the law. 
The Young Offenders Act permits 
the police to fingerprint and 
photograph a young person whom 
• they have charged, with a serious 
offence, if they dO not press the 
r~e or if the young person is 
found not guilty, they must then 
destroy these records. If they do 
not, they are committing an offence, 
If the young person is found guilty, 
the authorities are permitted to keep 
the records fora certain period after, 
the young person has completed the 
sentence. In the case of more 
person has had not further brushes 
with the law, these records must be 
destroyed. In th~ tess serious or 
sumh~l~ry, •offences such as 
shoplffting,.theauthorities may only 
keep 'the offeader's records for a 
period of two years, after which they 
must destroy them unless the young 
person has gotten Into trouble again. 
In either case, a young offender who 
is charged again before his slate is 
wiped clean will find that his past 
will be used agaInst him at any 
subsequent trial. 
However, if he avoids any further 
trouble with the law, his records will 
be destroyed and he will be able to 
go Into adult life with a clean .record. 
I 
i 
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• Peace  bea s 
fo r  :/: ep  ers  i !la tei r or 
group urges 
,~. ' The Vancouver media ongoing problems.' 
should place ° full.time The prospect Of peace 
., VANCOUVER (Cp reporters on regular peace beats was greeted en- .  
Thousand~ o f  rest( beats, a peace activist old thusiastically by another 
who hoped to see a forum on the media and speaker In the forum, 
couverY~, two strikeb the arms race. Barrie Zwicker, a. CBC 
daily newspapers bac Having sympathetic commentator and jour-' 
their doorsteps this u reporters, constantly nalism instructor. 
'had their, hope~ da dealing with the peace Zwickersa|dthatfearof '  
Sunday. campaign would help end the Soviet Union drives 
The largest of the "the hot-and-cold treat- peace activists in the West , 
unions .at Pacific ~ ment o f  peace," Colleen and the media feed this ~ 
I E rejected the , Bostwick, chairman of the hatred. His six-mon~ 
[ !y 's . .  latest con1 media committee for End study of  three daffy 
offer, !saying it want= the Arms Race, told a newspapers in Toronto 
security improven Saturday . meeting revealed that, of 922 at-"  
and changes to  ~ organized by theCentre for tieles on the Soviet Union, 
display, terminal, h~ Investigative Journalism. only one was an even- 
and safetylanguagel~. She criticized event- handed treatment of an 
ending its six-week st oriented reporting on the ordinary Soviet. citizen. 
'But: Bill Whea peace campaign, saying Spying was the subject of 
genera l  manager "peace and disarmament 146 articles. 
Pacific Press, v 
publishes the .Vance '~-;,~- 
Sun: :. and Prm = ' - ' ~  
newspapers, says ' ,. -~- - - J~=~ 
company wil l  not negc ~ _ 
any further. 
The,. g00-member van- offer " • ' • • , 
couver-New Westminster " I  iust don't understand Three would-be carpenters and  an on looker  .Kevin  Radford. A [eho-eating contesT, ~ 
Newspaper Guild, the only it Ti~e guild 'has got job loin in the nail.driving contest at the scout,s 'fishing pond, beanbag.throw, cupcake w.a!k " : National 
union/sUli on 'strike at s~curitvandaVDThealth carnival held Saturday at ~he Caprentei's dna other games ralseo money mr leaaersnlp , . .~  . . . .  ." . . . . . .  
Pacific Press, voted 60per and safety committee". Hall.. From left to - i r  ght are'. Nathan training and district scouting events. Scouts, 1"17y .s ICa lF IC~IVEy  weeK 
cent to turn down the LINES REMOVED w=lb . . . .  n bar ren  Sears, Thomas Slalne, "cubs, beavers and venturers participated. Apfm/19  91 1OR.4 
three-year Contract, which Wheatli~y refused to say " ' " '~ '~"  ' . . ~w~y /~-z . .% ~,~'T  
contained annual wage : whether Pacific Press has ' '. Monday fitness challenge vents in Terrace in-  
increases of five, f ive and considered - resuming ~ a ' . _ JL_'_ ~ ..2. JL ,,,ffi JL Jl, ~ A f~~,L  l ~ ~ : ~4"  elude a free fitness class at Thornhill Elementary 
seven per cent, DUt no publication of the I~ l~"~t&l  t '~t '~nTr~;a~_!  : H/  I I  IH  • m U | U | | | ~ L  School from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. . " 
changes to current con- newspapers without guild I I ~ V V  Ik,/%,,#1 I t /~d I ,  V Ik ~, ,~t t l  i v  v 'Puesdaveventsincludeafreeaauasizesemssat 
tra'~hl:tntguuasg~lle com'an" staff. ,Th.e .,.produ.et~Oe~ . V I~ORIA  (CP) -  Workers at the. tract. " ' their working lives, the--T-e~a'ce pool from 9:15 to 10" a.m. w|th fr, ee 
v J umons liftea :aew Wc that we want to "o back to .. " . . . . . . . .  Victoria Times-Colonist newspaper The new agreement calls for wage All regular full-time and regular babysitting; a free fitness class for women 30 and 
5 lines Tnursaay BI~[  the ba"a in in -  table and " . . .  . .  " .  have voted overwhelmingly in favor increases of five, five and seven per part-time workers who were on staff Over in the arena banquet room from 1:15 to 2 p.m. 
• 5 5 unaer me previous deal on -uild issues "sa id  . . . . . . . . .  of a new three-year contract Which cent. . . on Nov. 3 (the day negotiations Free 15-minute fitness classes will also be held in 
. , contracts wnlcn expweu ...iz.~ . . . .  i.~._,,=_ ~, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  gives most employees job'security • Stonebanks aid the main issue began) will be protected from thearena banquet room at 5, 5:30, 7 and 7:30 p.m. 
,s,.=.,:- l,-,;o,.u~;,, o.;,.=v.,,,~: ~el~. ~., sen!or printers for life durin~ bargaining, which began Nov. layoffs," said Stonebanks. These are noevents scheduled in Kitimat Monday 
we want m ta~K aoout receivea an nourl base " • o • . • " - '  ;-~" s ^ ^- ' "  . . . .  "i ~DT . . . . . . . .  Y . . . .  Roger Stonebanks, cochairman of 3, 1983, was job securRy. He sa~d and Tuesday. Wednesday, May 16 there will.be.a 
¢llCgL JUll~ ¢:~,U['*~ " "  " rate o: ~au uz an nou~ mr .  men senoom ~^.,,k - "~ safet- " -  : __  .. ,_ the Joint Council o f  Newspaper under the ' new agreement, the He said the four unions community walk from the five ele taw 
~,~=,,~ ,, w~.u . ~ ~-nour, .  mur-aay w~K. Unions which represents 350 em- members of four of the five unions in representing the printing pressmen, plus Cable Car and Kitamaat Village recreation 
mnguage. . . The mm~m.um., samry mr ,lovees at the Thomson-owned the ioint councill representing about stereotypers, mailers and guild centre The walks, to begin at 7 p.m., will be led by 
~eanume, workers at re rters wire six ears ~ - • • . . ' fhp Vi~tnri9 T im~ ep~. ;  . . . . . . .  ¢~ Y ~ = newspaper, stud workers voted just 80 per cent of the workers, wall be members are protected under the the schools, the mayor and aldermen, 
~";L_,_,~-\--...'-_-__~. ~,~.~ ~"P." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  over 80 per cent in favor of the con- protected from layoffs for the rest of new job security provisions. , 
new. three-year contract eight months in 1978-79 and ~1, , '~  ~ ~ ' " 
which gives most em- it took some time for the t , ,~¢;U~Q , ,  . ' , " ' " , • • 
:/ ployees j ob  security for two newspapers to recoup it= A .== ~ ~ " ~: " ' ; | 
I life. The results of the vote circulation losses. J~( ,~( .~[~l  • I . ,c 
were announced Sunday. Prior to this year's ,_ I . . . . . . . .  " . . _' : . . . .  . II 
The Vancouver strike, the  morning, " d==onl t~ I : ; ~- -~ lk~.#,n ,~ I t  R~ • "11=-, ". 
i newspaper strike began Province, which went to a ~'~"~P '~ ' ;  " "  = . . . .  ' ; :  " ' ~ . . ,~LCt lL IH  t j  IV ICtV  IU .  ~ • 
March 28 when the five tabloid format last August, . ~ == | ' =," ' :  ~ :~* ' :" ~ " , ~ "J II 
production unions, with a had a daily circulation r}~ ~ ~ ~7"~ = '. . . " ' ' ' ' . • ' " | 
combined.membership of during the week of 152,000 ,~ ,~ j ,  v , , . ,  | : .' i . m . / ' .mm m dP / '~/ "~/"~k  dP / "%~'~d"~ ~" :11 
~ 400, set up picket lines. The and a Sunday circulation of PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. _B L " :~::'::~::'~i~ ~: 14[ II"ll'~f't~T i k'N-- "/~''~ I l ~'~-- '~--~'4 I • i 
guild, which was expelled 188,000. The afternoon Sun (CP) - -  The B.C. II ' '~i;/~**:~'~!!i:;!i:; ; I N, I L I I  I : IC.,I,t " ~ ' /VL=l l  %UU~"/ I  i ' | " 
from the Joint Council of had an average, daily Federation of Labors  " I ." ~ . . . .  " "~ ' :  " I :~ ; I~! : : 'S  i ,  '~ ,  " , ,  " "~ '" . . . . . .  " : " ~ ~ "~"  "~ . . . .  : "  ~ ~: ' : " .  . . . . . . .  ~ ' "~ '  " ' :~ J '~ ' :~""~"" : '~"""  
• ' . • : " ' "  %)  " ' . tt:'~ =.~ '~;~ : '~, ~ , / . , t~ ,}  ~ ' t l . | .  ~ " '~  , "~ " ~ " " .~ ' ' ' " • " ' :~,  . , ,  . . . . . .  ~t~;9 '~3 F ; | t | : l  ,~|'~'~l~'J ~ ' . t  I ;~ . 'YP I  ~ f l t , ' f "  ~V/  sought the..he!p of a, Th e T.o~nto.Globe and against,* Canad,an ,.'~. (~ .. .I ............. : :.,,~,:~.~,~ : J,,,, ,: ..,.,.~ ,~, ,~t  ' t~VVCL/L  , , , . "  ,U~J'~I/. .; ~o . ,, , . . , ,~ ~,,. ,.,,=o., ..,, 
. . . .  ~',', . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' i . ~,, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,..].L ,* : ~ , • ., ~ . . .. . . . . . . . .  m~. ~ ~ . . . . .  mediator, ~m~pd file stlt/l~e~ Mdil~ wmon ~l~. tne  8fir~iKe , stores t, across Brtt sh l ' .... ,. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =., .. . , . . . . .  II : 
a few days'later, ' began Inagurated a B .C  . C, o lumbia  has had  no ' I .... ; ': ,. i:;~:':~/: " '  I / ' . . . . .~A I - '& I~ ' [/'}f'll/'~i--31 ' ' :  ' ; '  I ' 
• News seetion in its national visibleeffent on business, • =_ ', . :..:",~,~"!-;;~i!:"~:~i! . I'%,11 If ".l. I I I I I  I [ ,3 / l ] l  i ~ ':~ ;' ' L  a 
• I , ,11  I V V I I . 5 I  • , v m v  I ACCEPTED OFFER edition delivered to the says a spokesman for the II " 4 ''" ''~=~'';~'::':~ ~:';~ n n n' " " B ~ __  '~ ~" '. : "  r ~. ~ ~' b ~ ' n:" '' n ~' : I 
The. 'production unions province, said it plans to. retail ouUet. =_ • " . '~'~i' ' :~/~: " ~,, I / . ' .1 . - - - -= ,  .IJL I t '~ f~t4~ " : ' i / "  " • 
voted last week to accept" continue the section for a Unionists handed out  II ' ""~:~ :": I IU': UI[ tOO I "  : ...... ' I 
the same wage offer trial period after the strike leaflets at all  ' B.C. l : " i/i:i~!'/:':, ;::'~!' " , i "  .: ~ ~ l ' "~"::,~'. ]: :: : - : "  :~ ' / :  
presented to the guild, ends. Canadian Tire outlets ,,, '",7"';!~:J:::;!'i":!:~"'( TM ' - A q l  I f '%f '~ J~ I 
whieh represents editorial The paper's paid cir- Saturday, urg ingaboyeott"  I "/":: :i:~:!~:~ ! - ; r£ :~an l / l l l L '~  Ih ' ) - I I  ~ i 
staff, clerical workers and eulation has increased to of the stores in support of - " :  .ii:~:,i':::::~ '- ~,~11 ~i~[  I V I11%,/  ,~%, /k / / ,  i -, : : . . . . .  , i " 
adver tmmg personnel about  65 ,000 in  B .C .  f rom a the  strddng Reta i l  C le rks  • , ~ ....... .' ": . ' = ' # A ' = ' " ~ ~=" ''~ r :' ": ' . . . .  l 
Our psople want to get pre-strike volume of about" Unionin this central B.C.: I : '  : ~:;~ "':!;" i A i r  ,O=~ll*~/"tl#'t f~ / '~#"~'~ , ' :  " i "  
backto  work asqu ick ly  as  20,000 " city - ...... '~" ~:~ "' '~' /%1V¢:U  I~I  I ' kU~J~,} I  : :, I 
• " " ' " ' headof the Canadzan T ~ r e B U t  Tom Steadman,. Ill , " .' "h/!'*'!:} /!il :": " I ~IA. . . . . . . .  ~ ~ " " : .... ~ =- 
outlet in l~rince i~eor'e, ' : ; '  : ! ! ' / : / "  * ' . ~,.~. " ,~ l f~/ .~ I ' - - / ~ 1  . : . ' , : : / !~ i~/ : .  . . . . .  I Grou protests ' says that with the he|p~gf a I ' L r U=O= ou/  , ,  
,, P - -  some promot ion  he 'en-  . . , . . . .  ,.:,.: !: :.: - , , . . , : • ,:/.-,..,:~ - I 
I ,=AAI& I .  ~ ' . .= . ,  .~=. . ,~4r t6  joyed the third-biggest I ' ~ ~" '' (' d~ ~;' ' ' # ' " t " 1 ' ''" ~ ' ld J '  " " k ' ' I 
H ~ I t H  I U I  ]JILIII[ salesday inthemore than I : :  • . ' • '. • • 
' a year his store has been I " ' ' ' " ' ' ' : I 
NANAIMO, B C (CP) about an hour . open. ' ' [ . . . "' ' ' ' . , , . "  . . " " ' a ' 
About 200 p lacard -  Gerow :said "we have' . Steadman says _~e . I ". I,"B~ I ~ . ~  ~ B I  H B B ~ ~ B  i B~BB . I 
carrying members of the come here (to the mal l )  managers _. o ! . o . .  | ' / B B ~ B P " ~ I / B  ~ [ U B L - -  ~ UBB- - -  I 
Hospital Employees Union rather than stage the uanaman 'are stores ne _ , ~ ~ ~ ~-= ~ ~ 
f rom throughout Van- protest at the Malaspina .contacted also s aid_the~.~ I ' I/ iV. ! rlC C I 
. . . . . . . .  l°l~-d " - *he-~ - t  I ^'="e because we didn't sines were unai[ecteu y I '  I I V I I I i i~I~IIIBB~IIB - m 
cuu~v=s ore,, 5=u, s~u a ~u 5 ' . :.^A labor, s cam • - -  ~ I 
a local shopping cf~ntre want to cause any or~an,,~-~ , - . 
,Saturday to .  protest disruption there." pai_gn. .... =_  .:. Ri  ! 
health care for profit." He said "profit ' Tne  Betall ulerKs union • I ! / I ~  r ! - -  
JaekGerow, secretar-oerationssuchasthoseat has been on strike against I i ~ l  M ~ A r ~ ~  B ~ . ~  iB  I ~ B ~ [ ~ L ,  I 
business manager of ~l~e ~v~alispina Lodge are using Stea~dman_ 's store s ince  | I W W ~ W W ~ B  ~ [ ]  ~ ~ ~  ~ | • -' laSt Uec. b, seeKillg a lit=st . umon, said the protest was pubhc funds and ~naldng . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  :s | ' " ~ . . . . .  ~ ~  ' | 
directed at Don Smith, windfall profits at ,  the c°ntrac~ [~=e,mo~'~r'= a ' | [ ]  ~ , ~  i A  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ m ~ p  I 
owner of the Malaspina same time and they are not e%~J~'i,o;" . . . . . . . .  I - -  ~ 1=- - -= =-m - -=  i=- -==. .= == in= ==, f f i=-m =- -  I 
Lodge - -  a privately- paying decent living wages . , I I  I [  M I I '~ I IM I l l  M J I I I l . "~  [ ]  B , ~ i I I L I ~ _ -  , 
operated intermediate to our members or ~.~, . . . . . .  . I ~ m  ~ ~  / ~  i ~  ~ ~ i O  I 
care fac,hty In this cry, providing . adequate ' ~ .~ 'U J - /pU , /~ ~/" . • 
about 95 kilometres north standard of health care to . II = ' I "-- I | 
' • 9 t  m • " • ' " • of V, ctoria, the paUents. THE I ~ . -a  ^ - - I .  . . . . .  ~ . . . .  I I~ . ,~1 t1~ "lu" number I . 
Smith is also a minor He said health Care ". ' I I Ul i~ l l  U U lU~ l lU i i l l i J l~ l  I Ib~l¢ l l  I / L  I~  ~ I ' I 
shareholder in a.  real delivered at Malispina is TERRACE I I " - -= ' - -=n-"  " I fornlacing ' I I 
estate f i rm which has its below the care delivered . . . . . .  • i ,u~pm, , ,  u • I " ~" . . . . . . . . .  i I - ca l l s  " I I 
headquarters in the by other facilities in ,  L IT ' I ' LE  I I ,person- to -personca l l s  I ",s]a~'°n-t..°~.s?~nlu~r~Ctw~u,,resentl,,dlal I ! 
Nanaimo mal l  where the ' Nanaimo and other areas . . . . .  . . . .  i • col lectcat ls  I ~j~!~, . ,u~, . jo -u ,~.  • I n -d l~tan~eca l l s "  I I 
protesters ~ gathered for of Vancouver Island "~ '~- -~ J~ ' J '~ l , l~  I I • call ing ta ro  calls I 11z stauon-~o-smuon o g • I I 
. . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  = . . . . . . . . .  i I I • 'calls bil led toanother  number . . I Within B C.-Dia1112+phone number i =B 
I I • calls when time and charges are recluestea I " . . . . . .  " ' . I  • 
• . , • | i Wi th inBC Da l0+phonenumber  I OutsideB'C'-Dlalll2+areac°°e+pn°ne I I 
• ' . . . . .  - number O l,e  News  I I "~- ' I Lower rates apply to most  112 station-to-station Outs ideBC D la l0+areacode+phone number - - I I 
• m ~  • - .m I . ,  1"  I . | When you have completed dialing, an opera!or will I long distance calls. I I 
' ... • " | answer and assist you In completing the ca I = ' • 
I i Because these calls r~quire operator assistance, I " i s 
vehicle ac urre at ul n operator handled rates apply I~RRAC'E- - 'Ear ly  saturday mor- , " ctoent ,._ ,,.. I I " ' I " . . . .  I I 
ning, two men were arrested behind the ~ersection of Haugmno ana uraun. ~ ; . I • I i . ' i I , 
Terrace Hotel after police observed .P~'. ce Rupert man has.been _.charged I I / I I : 
someone pilfe/'ing from unlocked w~ driving,whileimpa.a'ea, uam.age = / ' • / '  ; " ~ / I 
~hl~les. Two 'Te~aee.  menfaee  ,~Oemee~nvehlelp:r;:SinT~il~n a ja amere  I , . ' I . 
enargesof the f to~er i~o,  "': ~ ': ' _ ' . . . . . .  ,. ,. . . .  . :- . : 
' .~': 1 1 ." I ~ . . . .  ' " ; q ' n;arly ISunaay a' telewslon set.aria • ' . . . • , . . . .  | ; 
o rock ~d b~n' thrown throu h wmdowa I " ' '" . . . .  " ' ' ' " o into the ditch where  it rolled Ted  W I ' '=" r :r " " g " ' , g " .. • .  . . . .  " "/Clip'andsave 
Kitimat men were sent to Mil ls of the Dairy Queen store " , 
Memorial Hospitalwith undeterm Thornhill Husky reported i t s  I / " i~!"  :i~ 'i ~ ~ / ~  " / ' / "1  ~ , - . -~  
injuries, There was approximately premises had bee,  broken into " | . : .  ' :':~:' " ~ I B -  I P I  ~ 'm' /  F A 
$3,000 damages to the veldele. , ,  sometime Saturday night. Suspects are. I [  . ; ;  , , ' : , , ,  ~ e  ~ 'e  • - - - -  i %. . . . . . . . , /  ,~  E • 
In separate incidents, eight peo.p=e known to police, . , - ~,  , . , i .. .... " ".' .... ' ' . . . .  .all;" ' ' . , ~  
were arreste~i_, at  K.:.Ma.rt Stores le~ At 10:45, a two vehiele.aec!dent.o.c, . ' % ~  " ' '  " ' ; ~ ' ~ i  . . .m __ smm m i . i i  . ~ $ ~ 4 j ~  
shoplifting. They wgl au De enarB eurreaatSparKsa~tdLazeue. Avemele ~ -  aw_...~ 
with theft and will appear in Terrace ran a stop sign and hit another car . " " . . . .  . . • ' , 
cour t  a t  a la ter  ~te .  , ' caus ing  $600 damage Charges have " • . . . .  . ,  • ' , : - I  
Saturday evening a single motor been laid. " ' : i ' :  : .... :' ' ' ' " 
I I i . . . . . . . . .  i 
r 
t 
. . . .  ~ , ~ , ~  ~ .-.~,.o ~ -  . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  v ~  . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ '~ 'a~.  ~ '~L='~"4t"  ~,P ' -  ,~,e ~ .< ~,~. ;  #"  ~ ~r f~" ~'  i " '  ~'T,t~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C ' :~  
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• ' :  I J  ::: : :  ' 'SPORTS 
,: UNIONDALE, ,. N.Y. 
,:'(CP) -- A frustrated 
-.Wayne Gretzky returned 
home knowing he'll have to 
. start scoring if Edmonton 
~i0ilers are to beat New 
.. York Islanders in the 
~ Stanley Cup final. 
~: The Oilers earned a split 
of the first two games of 
. their best-of-seven 
:.:National Hockey League 
::series in New York, which 
.~,.was cause for an- 
:; couragement. Another 
..~plus for the Oilers is that 
~, they will be on home ice for 
~:~ Games 3, 4 and 5. 
.: But, so far, Kevin 
McClelland and Randy 
Gregg -- neither a feared 
~marksmun - - are the only 
players to score goals for 
Edmonton. Gretzky, who 
scored 87 of Edmonton's 
447 regular-season goals, 
has been conspicuously 
_. ordinary• 
.~  He hasn't scored against 
the Islanders in six playoff 
~.'.games, including New 
~.~,York's four-game sweep in 
-,::. the 1983 final. 
" I  feel frustrated," 
:.: Gretzky said. "I 'm 
:,:frustrated and disap- 
;..-.,pointed but I can't put my 
:,',head down, there's a long 
.,.way to go yet," 
• /.:;: It's been a long .series 
~.~.already for Gretzky, who 
leads all plaY0ff scorers 
, ,,with 28 points. 
~'ICHECK TIGHTLY 
i"" As they did last year, the 
' Islanders are redncing 
•/;Gretzky's effectiveness as 
, a playmaker by checking 
"' his wingers tightly and 
~" forcing bim to the boards. 
"We're not doing ~,  
....anything specific against 
i'. ibis," said Islander coach 
AI Arbour. "We certainly 
have a plan but it doesn't 
'~.'necessarily involve any 
:" 'one player. 
-.': "We've had (Bryan) 
Trottier, Brent Sutter and 
Isles frustrate,. .Gretzky . . ,  
(Kurri) are bumped hard  ' ' " ' " . having problems/We.have but he didn't offe 
by every team in the 
league," Sather said.'"The 
thing is, they have to be 
skating, they can't be 
standing still. 
"Wayne's having 
problems, Kurri's having 
problems, (Glenn) 
Anderson's having 
problems, Messier's 
to get them'scoring tow In suggesUonson how t 
thin series.'" ' '~ . . . .  . !'First of all, weih 
• ' t s  - o. Sather :.said. heading, get g opd..~o, , ~. 
home to .Edmonton would said afterthe 6-1 Io~ 
help a ' certa~ degree di~'t  test them as' 
because, with the isst.)ine as we shouldhave. 
ckange,~ he could keep "We can't~ be ss 
Gretzk~' a~vay from the.4 with two goals b 
I s l~ders"  • checking :.'games." 
eentres. Gretzky said he Game time I'1 
knows what must be done,'.-night is 9:05 p.m. E 
( " ' • 
Sanderson-reCe,ves 
sOcial assistance 
REVERE, Mass. (AP) next month. , ."Social ..help me. 
Security Is' alive and well "They wouldn't 
in America," . . . .  They told me toga I
Sanderson lives ~th  the the States, where tl 
Anthony Zizza family and doctora re. 
spends mostof his days in "Here I am. I e~ 
bed, unable to bend his . anything but pray 
knees. Because of his ~ Lord that somethi~ 
deteriorating hips, he can happen." 
erdy move with theuse of "What's almss 
crutches. , • believable is that 
Zizza told The iBoston was in so many hl 
Sunday Globe that San- '  and spoke to so ,,,o,,~ 
derson suffers from a lawyers andnoone seems 
degenerative disease, to have told him about 
which prevents the bleed Social Security," said 
"It does work," said from reaching nerve ends MaeLesd. 
and caused deterioration "I thought i was a great 
--  • Derek Sanderson 
estimates he paid between 
$1,200 and $.1,500 a year 
into the U.S. Soc ia l  
Security system during the 
height of his'National 
Hockey League eareer 
with Boston Brains. Now, 
he's glad he did~ 
The system has 
delivered an assist worth 
~00 a month for life to the 
disabled former hockey 
star from Niagara Falls, 
Ont. 
Sanderson, who turns 38- 
e , NHLs 
summaries 
f i 
First Period 
i .  NY Islanders, Trattler 7 
(BOSSy, boullller) S:53 
2, NY Islandora, Gilbert 5 
(LaFontolne, Perssan) 5:48 
(pp) • . 
3. Edmonton, Gregg 3 
i(McCletland) 15:06 
4. NY Islanders, GIIIIse 0 
(Kallur) t|:21 
Penalties -- Anderson Edm, 
Tonulll NYI 0g;09, HUdoY Edm 
4:14, Hughus Edm, Jackson 
Edm, D. Suffer NY I  6:29, 
Hushes Edm ~:51, b. Suffer 
NYI 9:12, Jackson Edm, Gilbert 
NYI 12:11, Jonsson NYI 12:52, 
McClalland Edm, n. Suffer mi- 
nors, malo~ 1s:42. 
Second Period 
AI  McNiven  of  Wi l l i ams  Movers  s l ides  in to  
home p la te  scor ing  another  run  wh i le  Takhar  
O i le rs  p i tcher  Ter ry  Forget  covers  the  p la te  
in the  f ina l  game .o f  the  SKB men 's  
I cebreaker  s lo .p i tch  tournament  Sunday  
a f te rnoon .  Wi l l i ams  de feated  Takhar  12-2 In 
the  f ina l s  to  take  f i r s t  p lace,  
MacLeod said many eight of their last nine . batting average with 12' break a seventh-inning tie people are unaware they 
are eligible for benefits National League baseball hits in 30 at-bats. ' and give SanFransicso the 
and usually have to be games and part-time In the rest of the NL it edge over Montreal. 
o .e  and- -  - - . n  
Known as a hockey bad Security was taken out (.  Braves give Trevino new I boy ,who squandered my pay," Sanderson saic 
millions of dollars he "But what did I care --  
earned during the late was making mi!llons." Atlanta Braveshave won seven games and bas a'A0~ bad tripled with two out, to third inning and drove~in a 
19605 and early ,19705, 
Sanderson told a story of 
catcher Alex Trevino feels was San Francisco Giants 
like he has been given a 4 Montreal. Expos 3, Mike Madden and Verb 
'second life. Houston Astros 1 Chicago 
TreeinG, traded f rom Cubs 0, Los Angeles 
Cincinnati on April 24, hit a Dodgers 5New York Mets Houston scored its only run 
two-run double in the 3, St. Louis Cardinals 8 ~ in the fourth on a triple by 
bottom of the 10th inning, Cincinnati ' 2, and 
capping a two-out, three- Philadelphia Pbillies 8 San 
run rally Sunday that gave Diego Padres 3. 
the Braves a 9-8 victory. .Results Saturday: 
AMERICAN LEAGUE over Pittsburgh Pirates. 
El*t  OIv lsbn "I feel like I'm reborn 
W L Pet. OBL 
Detrelt 26 s .m - • again," TreeinG said. 
Toronto 191~ .$94 r,~ Before . • the trade, 
Atlanta 4 Pittsburgh 3, San 
Francisco 8 Montreal 7, 
Chicago 5 Houston 4, 
Cincinnati 2 St. Louis 1, 
run in the sixth. : 
Cardinals 6 Reds 2 : 
• George Hendrink hit his 
Astros 1 Cubs 0 second home run in. two 
days~to help St. LoUIs end 
Ruble combined to check Cincinnati's winning 
Chicago on nine hits, and streak a t  six games. 
Hendriek hit a solo homer, 
hla third of the season, 
Jerry Mumpbrey and Enos . leading off the fourth, land 
Cabeli's aeHflc fly. Ryne he also drove in a run.with 
Sandberg of the Cubs a sacrifice fly in the first 
singled in the fifth inning to inning. He homered with 
extend bis hitting streak to two out in the ninthinning 
18 games, longest in the NL Saturday night o break up 
this season, a no-hitter by Marib' Soto. 
Dodgers 5 Mete 3 Phlllles 8 Padres 3* ' 
misery during a February 
appearance onthe CBS-TV 
magazine show 60 Minutes. 
He said bis problems 
stemmed from the death of 
an infant son, divorce, 
injuries, alcoholism and 
drug abuse. 
Allen MaeLeed of' 
Braintree, manager of the 
Social Security office in 
Clwlsea, said he hunted 
down the hockey player 
after he saw him on the 
television program. 
alerted by employers or 
insurers. 
Bcmeb il 
, , o .  
, Standings 
• ~" Butch (Goring) on him.', s. NY ,mn~rs, Trainer o MaeLeod was a Sanderson Baltimore 1s 16 •$29 v= Trevino had not appeared New York 4 Los Angeles 3, Rookie R. J. Reynolds Juan Samuel had three 
The Islanders aren't  (s. suttnr, metley) 4:$2 'fan when the player Milwaukee t5 16 .4s4 It 
. : : .  ~ . . . . .  6. NY lelandoro, Oilllst 9 Clove and t2 t6 42s t2,~ in a game as a catcher, and Philadelphia 3 San singled three times as LOs RBI, includinga home run, 
,' g,vmg uretzgy muen lee ro (potvln asty) 16•48 (~) starred for the Bruins N~ n • 
,:,' skate on in the offensive pen,;,,,, - ;on.on .vi  between t967 and 1874. ~6~ -rx 11] ~ :~ !~ going to bat only six times Diego 2• Angeles alvaged the third and Len Matuszek, i 
. . . . . .  5:0, Andoreon edm.16:05. Afte- eheckin- hie_. ' w.,t olvIa~n '* as a pinch-hitter for the Giants 4 Expos,3 game of its series with hom.~..e.d, to  ~.~pl~;! ~ 
,".zone. "mew uemneemen, Third Purlod . • 8 o .~ntn le 11 $28 particularly Ken Morrow, ~. NY Islanders, Gillie, 10 -records, MaeLeod said, he ~or~i ;  i~ i~ :~e - ~ Reds. Sice coming to- Jack Clark s single New - York. Reynolds . Pl~llaaelpnia to l ts '~th~ ....
-,/,= Atlanta, he has,'ea'ught in drove in Chili Davis,' Who' singled End ~cor~d "in th'~" ~ral~ht "vEto'iF ov~' i "~.  ~,~nlna~nn~himlni'slnnf~•n,z4h~ a' ,  (,T,r.otl~art .B~uti!e.r)~,,17,;~J~t,,~,:~.~ f~t/M4.~..'~.~tH~Afr.,~%, ~fln.h'AzzUb','~.Oakland~.~hv:;:-':~ll~'tl, 514 . . . . . .  
.~ .vo  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...... . . . . . . .  ' "'" Pane;lilts •--Messier earn, De- ~.~--'~" . . . . . . . . .  .".o.: Seattle 18 I~. •514 ,/z,J",~,: ~ ¢ :3 "'! : '  '! '~ " • , ,~r~ ;~ ~i-~' ,v-,., ~,,~,,[~ u.~) ,~, ,n~,ii,,,t,~ .~',Dle~O#c~i~t ~,i~,:',~,:,;?.~;tl!~ i 
;pUCK moves ms way. nd. NYI mlnor~, malore 6:52, ~anuerann never nan Chlcoge 16 i~' •m f,/,; .',: :h~ :. . . . . .  ;. , ,e, ,~ , ~!,,!.~ .* . . . . .  t,.:. ~'~" ',~, : v ~,~,~,,in~; 1. ;v,~::.~ ,, ,, ~,,;St,.t'//. 
: Arbour~. calls, this .ptu'suit ..O_r~zkY-. I~dmL,~l:~.~dSe~., '~ap~ied ~o~'- disablity in-~'.xanoee"c.y ~ t, tl .4oo 4 " ~ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
,, . . '  . " ==nm ,S:l& u Y , • " • i e Texas - 12 22 ~3 6 ' S O / x  Purser Is bemg there r,,m NYI majors, same mls- surance, he was elig bl ndo R " 
 **he.oe,me s* o . - - ' ,n - -n - - re '  Boston new hero for White 
nor, major, misconduct, Gilbert 
NYI double minor, major, mls- 
conduct 11:2S. 
Shots on goal by 
Edmonton 12 6 5--23 
NY IslendereLI2 9 5--'25 
Goal - -  Fuhr, Edmonton; 
Smith, NY Islanders• 
At tsedence-  15,861• 
SCORING LEADERS 
G A Pie P lm 
Grotzky, Edm 9 19 28 10 
Kurrh Edm 13 9 22 11 
Nestler, Edm 5 17 22 19 
Coffey, Edm 6 12 18 21 
Bossy, NYI I  8 9 17 4 
Relnflert, Col 6 11 17 2 
Gillies, NYI 10 d 14 .19 
Nlzslund,.. Mtl 6 O 14 4 
Meclnnl,, Col 112  14 11 
BIllOWS, MIn 12 14 , 
TroHler, NYI 8 5 13 47 
McDonald,' Col 6 I 13 4 
Anderson, Edql S O 13 29 
Maxwell, MIn 2 11 13 40 
Llnsamen, Edm 9 3 12 56 
P,.ney, NYI 8 4 12 6 
B.Sutter, NYI 3 9 12 14, 
• G l lber t ,NY l  5 6 11 34 
Acton, MIn 4 7 11 12 
GIImour, SKJL 2 9 I I  10 
Hughes, Edm 2 9 11 !1 
" A 
LUNCHEON 
1981.  S~derson received baltimore 5 Oakland t 
Milwaukee 4 Minnesota 1 
his first payment in Kansas City $ beaten 1 
February. Cfficago O Texas 1 
"I can start paying off Toronto at 'Cleveland, 2, I~cl., 
raln 
some bil ls," said San- California at Detroit, ppd,, 
derson. "They have done rain 
Saturday Rusults 
men great Service.: California 4 Detroit 2 
"This could only happen Cleveland OToronto 4 
in America. Thanks to the , MInnstota 4 Milwaukee 2 
Texas 6 Chicago 4 
Reagan administration Oakland "12 Baltimore 2 
and Allen MacLeod." Sea.to 5 New York 0 
MacLeodsaid Sanderson Kansas City 3 Boston 0 
Today 's  G lees  
would become eligible in Boston at Cleveland 
California at Baltimore 
1985 for Medicaid and Seattle at Detroit 
Medicare that would help Oakland at New York 
bim pay for hip surgery. Kansas City at ChiCagO 
Tuesday Glass 
" I  went to Canada for boston at Cleveland 
tests for five days," said California t Baltimore 
Seattle at Detroit 
Sanderson, who had Oakland ut New York 
checked into a Toronto Texas et Milwaukee 
hospital last winter. "I 
thought, you know, 
socialized medicine would'_ 
)uck and the player," 
Arbour said. "If a player 
has time to make a play, 
make a pass, then you're 
slow in your pursuit." 
Even " Islander 
goaltender Billy Smith 
gets in on the pursuit, and 
his timing's as good as the 
!rest of the Islanders. In the 
i first period of New York's 
6-1 victory Saturday night, 
i he darted behind his goal 
ira intercept a pass along 
the boards to Gretzky, who 
was lurking in.' the right 
wing corner. 
Echnenton coach Glen 
Sather said there's nothing 
abnormal about the extra 
attention paid Gretzky. 
BUMPED HARD 
"Wayne and JarS 
TREAT .. ", . • . • 
It Illl • 
GRAND TRUNK mum 
Bored  o f  the  same 'o ld '  lunch?  
T ry  one of our  
Daily Lunch Spe¢/a/s 
for (including soup 
• & uenwt) under $6.OO 
Monday thru Friday I I am • 2pm 
Chicago White Sox Boston was called, up Cleveland Indians 4 in the 
rookie Daryl Boston 'said Saturday from Denver of first game of a scheduled 
hewas nervous about his the American Association doubleheader that was 
first major league baseball to fill in for ailing Rady aborted by rain in the 
game Sunday night - -  Law. The 21.year-old eighth inning, New York 
especially when he found centre fielder had "10 Yankees 7 Seattle 
out he would have to face triples in 27 hits in for the Mariners 0, Kansas City 5 
veteran knucldeb~iler Triple A team the minors Boston 1, Baltimore 5 
Charlie Hough o f  Texas this season . . . . .  _ Oakland 1, Milwaukee 4 
- Minnesota I, and Chicago 8
Rangers. In his next two at-bats Texas 1. Rain washed out 
But he didn't show it against Hough, Bostonhit California's game at ahen he strode to the plate 
tolead off the Chicago first run-scoring singles, stole a Detroit. 
inning. He hit a triple and base' and scored another Results Saturday: 
scored the first run in 'run. • Cleveland 8 Toronto 4, 
Chieago!s 8-1 Ameriean Elsewhere, i t  was i Texas : 5 Chicago 4, 
League home-field victory. Toronto Blue Jays 4 California 4 Detroit 2, 
Kansas City at Chicago . 
Toronto at..thnstoto SFL Roundup 
NATIONAL LbA~,UIg • '"'~"":* U"  
Ri l l  Dlvlkion • . ' I ' 
W L .PCt. aBL ' ' 
New York 18 13 .581 . -  
Chicago 18 14 •563 ~ . . " 
Philadelphia 16 16 .500 2~ , 
Montreal 16 17 .485 3 _ 
st. Louis . lS 19 .~'7 74 . '..Fre. d i~sana Came off Memphis Showboats 38, 
PIttsbursh , lO t9 .24s  thebeneh to fire two t0uch- San Antonio Gunslingers Wilt  D Iv l l lon  . 
Los Ange les  22 IS •~S - -  down. passes, rallying the  14; Birmingham Sta l l i ons  
CInclnnofl 17 iS.aS9 1~ Oakland Im;aders to a 14-3 42, Jacksonville Bulls I0; 
San Diego 18 15 •545 2 
Atlanta lg IS ;s~ 2 United .States Football and. Chicago St ing 29, 
Hou,ton 14 19 .4=4 6 League victory Sunday Denver Gold 17. 
Sen Francisco 13 21 .382 9~ 
Sunday. ResUlts over Arizona Wranglers. It Oklahoma is at TamPa 
St. Coula 6 Clnclnnktl 2 "was  Oakland's third Bay tonight. 
Los Angeles S New York 3 ~traight " triumph af ter  
Sen Francisco 4 Montreal 3 
Minnesota 4 Milwat~ee 2, 
Seattle 5 New York O, 
Kansas City 3 Boston 0, 
and Oakland 12 Baltimore 
2.  ' 
Boston considers his 
hero status temporary at 
best in Chicago. 
"I'm sure that as soon as 
Rudy (Law, th e starting 
centre fielder) gets better, 
they 11 send me .back. But 
I91 do the best I can while 
I'm here." 
Blue Jays 4 Indians 4 
Pat Tabler's two-run 
single helped Cleveland to 
four runs In the first Inning 
but Toronto chipped away 
to tie It by the sixth Inning 
when George Bell was hit 
by a Hick Sutcliffe pitch, 
went to third on a single by 
Rance Mulliniks and 
scored on. Ernie Witt's 
by Garcla Taneset up a go- sacrifice fly. The game 
ahead, two-yard touch- will be replayed from the 
down by,Dave Riley and start Aug. 14. 
Philadelphia went on to Yankees 7 MaNners 0 
record its 111h victory in 12 Bob Shirley Pitched the 
games. " . first five innings and Jose 
-R i jo  and Dave Righetti 
Los Angeles quarterback preserved the shutout. LOu 
Steve Young and fullback Plnieila and Roy Smalley 
Atlanta 9 Pittsburgh g, 10 In. 
hinge 
Phlladell~la 8 Sun Diego 3 
Houston 1 Chicago 0 
Saturday Results 
ChiCago 5 Hous•ton 4 
Cincinnati 2 St• Louis 1 
New York 4 LoB Angeles 3 
• San Francisco S Montreal I 
Atlanta 4 Pittsburgh 3 
Phlladelphlu 3 San Olugo 2 
Tonight's Games 
Houston at Plffsborgh 
Montreal at San Diego 
Phlladalphlu at Los Angeles 
Tuesday Odmst 
Houston at Plffshurgh 
Chicago at Cincinnati 
Atlanta at St. Louis 
Montreal at San Diego 
Phlledelphla at Los Angeles 
• New York at San. Fi'enclaco 
Transactions 
I 
AmaHcan League 
Chlcab~ White Sox option pitcher 
Jim SlwY to Denver of the American 
Auoclatlom recall outfielder Oaryl 
BOSton from Denver. 
Toronto blue Jayl release relief 
pitcher JnoY McLeughlln and recall 
pitcher Brlnn Clark from Syracuse 
'of the Intematlonul League. 
National Lstsue 
Pltfeborih Plratoe reactivate 
pitcher Rod Scurry; option out. 
fielder 
Joe orsuIJk to Howell of the Pacific 
Coast League. 
Sen Pren¢laco Giants place 
d s~Ond baseman Munny Trllto on 21" 
Mblag 
list and Infielder Fran Mulllna on 1S- 
day disabled list; recall 
Intlaldero Tom O'Mnlley end Joe 
Plttmen from Phoenix of the Pacific 
Coast League. 
opening the season with 
nine consecutive losses. 
Tom" Ramsey, Oakland's 
starter, was ineffective 
before he suffered a slight 
concussion in the second 
quarter, completing one 
pass (for two yards) in five 
attempts, with one in- 
terception. 
On  bis first series, 
Besana guided the 
Invaders on a 27-yard 
scoring drive that he 
capped with a seven-yard 
touchdown pass to Marc. 
Lewis. Oakland went 
ahead 14-3 in the fourth 
quarter" when Besuna 
tossed another seven-yard 
touchdown pass to BHan 
Williams. 
"Fred Besana deserves 
a lot of credit for the way 
he came off the heneh 
today," Oakland coach 
Chuck Hutchisen said. 
In other games Sunday, 
it was: New Orleans 
Breakers 10, Michigan 
Panthers 3; , and 
Philadelphia Stars 18, Los 
~mgeles Express 14. 
Saturdny result: 
Houston" Gamblers 47, 
Pittsburgh Maulers 26. 
Friday results: 
Washington Federals 31, 
New Jersey Generals 17; 
ll()LDS qN) 75 YARDS Mel Gray powered the 
The Invaders' defence, Express to a 14-9 lead with 
he ld  Arizona to 75 yards 3:18 left in the  third 
rushing and sacked quarter. Young ran nine 
Wrangler quarterbeckb yards to give Los Angeles 
Greg Lundry and Aim? its second touchdown. 
Risher eight times. Gray, . a rookie from 
Oakland linebacker Gary.  Purdue, finished with 122 
Plumber set up Bosuna's yards on 20 carries, in. 
touchdown passes with a c!nding a 20-yardTD jaunt.-  
fumble recovery and an_ At New Orleans, Johnuie 
interception. Walton threw for 120 yards 
Arizona's only paints and a touchdown for New 
came on a 31.yard field Orleans. Walton hit 12 of 17 
goal by Frank Corral in the • passes, Including a 25-yard 
first period. TD to running back Buford 
In Philadelphia, a 46--- Jordan in  the secbnd 
yard. interception return quarter. : ~ ' 
Olympic basketb" . . . . .  all:* 
HAVANA. (CP) --  Hungary, later..Sunday... 
Canada defeated Auntra*lla Canada held a 35-25 lead 
69-61 Sunday nlght In final- at . the " half . but..~the 
round action at the, Australians,' tiring In 'the 
women's Olympic grind of playing a game 
• basketball qualifying each day, battled back to 
tournament, t ie  the score 47-47 before- 
The win moved Canada the Canadians pulled away 
back into the qualifying in the final minutes. 
pietur~ with a 2.2 richard China and Yugoslavia, 
- and 'a three-way tie for both 3-0 going into games 
third place with Cuba and Sunday, lead the final 
Australia in the eight- round from which at least 
country final round, the top four teams will 
Australia dropped to 2'2, 'advance to the Summer 
while Cuba, 2-t, was-- Olympics at Los Angeles to 
seheduled to play winless join host UnitedStates" 
had run-scoring singles off 
Mark Langston in the first 
inning and the Yanks 
chased him when they 
scored three runs in the 
fourth on 'RBI singles by 
Mike O'Berry, Willie 
Randolph and Don Baylor. 
Andre Rabertson drove in 
a fifth-lnning run w| tha  
suicide squeeze bunt and, 
one inning later, Smalley 
produced his second run- 
scoring single. 
Royals 5 Red Box I 
• Bud Black struck out 
eight Boston batters and 
didn't allow a •walk until 
giving up two in theeighth. 
When'he faltered, Dan 
Qulsenberry acked up his 
ninth save, tops in the 
league. Pat Sheridan hit a 
two.rim hbmer in Kansas 
, City'S ftV'c~run fifth against 
Mike Brown. " 
Orioles'5 A's 1 
Wayne Gross had a two- 
run single and a three-run 
homer off former team- 
mate Steve McCatty, 
driving in all of 
Baltimore's runs to back 
Storm Davls's' six-hi~ 
pitching. 
Brewers  4 , ' rw~s 1 
.Randy Ready and Mark 
Brouhard hit homers, 
Brouhard rlving in three 
runs to pace Milwaukee. 
...bOmee#y/e ¢ouk/mg at reasonable prices... 
Grand Trunk Restaurant* 
4702 Likelee Avenue 
L icensed  Premises  
/ 
Pete Peterson (left) of the host team SKB Wreckers presents a 
cheque for $600 and an engraved Cadillac hub cap to Willlam's 
Movers captain Glen Thomsen. Williams took first place in the SKB 
Icebreaker tournament held at Riverside Park on the weekend. 
Williom$ stops Tekbor 
Takhar Oilers were the 
only Undefeated . team 
going into the final game of 
tbe.,'SKB Icebreaker slo- 
p i [eh tournament on 
Sunday afternoon but 
Williams Movers tarnished 
their ecord with a 12-3 win 
to give Williams first 
place.. 
• The two teams had met 
in ' their first game 
Saturday morning with 
Takhar knocking Williams 
into, the losers side of the 
draw with a 7-1 victory. 
Williams • then came 
through the Ivsers' aide 
with' wins over Terrace 
Builders 1-0, Kokanee 13-~, 
and Gue's Rec Center 2-1. 
Takhar came through 
the Winner's ide with wins 
ev.er UAB 3-1, Kokanee 10-0 
and Wayside 4-3. 
In the game for third 
place, Williams edged 
Wayside 8-2. The game 
was a / t ight  defensive 
battle that took nine in- 
nings'to decide. :rThe two 
teams were deadlocked 2-2 
after the regulation seven 
innings., In the top of the 
ninth Williams generated 
some offense and scored 
• one run wich proved to be 
thegame wiuner. Wayside 
l~lcked up ~00 for third 
place. 
In  the final game 
Williams Movers came on 
strong and scored five runs 
in thefirst inning and five 
in the second inning and 
never looked back as they 
dumped the.Oilers 12-2. 
Takber came back to score 
two runs in the bottom of 
the first mni~woull~U~etthat 
was al l  they 
Williams let up slightly in 
the fifth inning allowing 
three base.runners on a 
couple of infield errors hut 
managed tokeep the Oilers 
from scoring. Williams 
took home first place prize 
money of ~00 while 
Takhar got $300 for second. 
place. Pete Petorson of the 
host team SKB Wreckers 
presented the team cap- 
tains with engraved hub 
caps as team trophies 
"along with the prize money. 
cheques. 
The regular slo-pitch' 
season gets underway this 
week. Tonight at River- 
side Park Gin' takes on 
Tilden at 7 p.m. and 
Terrace Builders plays 
Hankey Pankny's at 8:15. 
. . . .  T t -oron-o ::/.Bettega loves 
Toronto Blizzard'-~:is 
playing in a smaller 
s~adlum , with . natural 
rather than artificial grass 
tSis' season and Roberta 
l~ttega loves his new 
surroundings. 
A damp, cold day Sun. 
day also was pleasing to 
the Italian star, who 
scored s goal and assisted 
on one by Ace Ntsoelengoe 
in Toronto's 2.0 North 
American Soccer League 
~enson~pening victory 
over Tulsa Roughnecks. 
Tulsa beat Toronto by an 
identical score last Sop. 
tembor in the NASL's 
Sooeer Bowl championship 
game in Vancouver. 
" i  was so happy," said 
the ~33-year-old former 
Juventus triker. "In Italy, 
we play during the winter/ 
so I like the cold. 
"Soccer was born on 
grass and it's the best 
surface to play on." 
The Blizzard played on 
the artificial surface at 
Exhibition Stadium on the 
lakefront for six years 
before reverting this 
spring to smaller Varsity 
Stadium on the downtown 
University of Toronto 
• campus. 
"It's going to be great 
playing on this beautiful 
turf," said captain Bruce 
Wilson. "This will be the 
best field in the league to 
play and watch soccer." 
COSMOS WIN 
In one other game 
Sunday, New York Cosmos 
defeated Tampa Bay 
Rowdies 1.0 on a 
broakaway goal by 
Boberto Cabanas. 
Results Saturday: 
Vancouver Whitecaps 2, 
• San Diego Sockers O; and 
Minnesota Strikers 3, 
Chicago Sting 2. 
A crowd of 10,710 fans sat 
through cold, drizfly 
weather to watch the 
Blizzard. 
half, topping a pass 
through traffic in the 
penalty area to the veteran 
South African who booted 
the ball sharply inside the 
far post. 
Blizzard president was 
annoyedwi th  Tulsa's 
rough style of play. 
"They were animals," 
said Toye. "Tulsa chopped 
(Bettega) down viciously 
twice, but Roberto spent 14 
• years in the tough Italian 
league and he can take 
care of himself on the 
pitch." 
Paul Hannen, in his first 
start in goal for Toronto 
after playing for now- 
defunct Team America, 
earned the shutout. 
The Whitecaps'. win 
provided Alan Binton with 
a successful coaching 
Bettega, after surviving debut in front of 15,718 
several wicked tackles, spectators under the B.C. 
opened the scoring in the Place &me. David Cross 
35th minute with a low shot and Fran O'Brien scored 
• into a corner of the Tulsa the goals and the shutout 
net past" goalkeeper went to goalkeeper Paul 
Winston Dubese. Bradshaw, who joined 
Bettega then set up Vancouver last week from 
Ntsceleugos with tv:o "6'olverhampton of the 
seconds left in the first English First Division. 
Bassett's blossoming 
By The Canadian Press 
It wasn't the biggest 
tennis tournament of the 
weekend, but Carling 
Bassett's triumph in an 
exhi~itien tourney in 
Osaka, Japan, represents 
an lm~rtant  stepping 
stone In the blossoming 
career of the Toronto ~ 
teenager. 
The headline vent, the 
Tournament ofChampions 
in New York, was won by. 
home-town star John 
McEnree, whn dispatched 
Czechcsinvkian Ivan Lendl 
6-4, 6.2 to earn $I00,000.. 
A 6-2, 6-4 win, over 
BetUna Buuge ,of :West 
Germany was~, the,~flrst 
major tournament victory 
for Bansett, 16,~Canada's 
female athlete,of the~year 
In 1983, who is 16tb j!t.w,0rld 
tennis rankings,,:. 
The $30,000 winner's 
cheque was her bluest 
since turning pro 18 
months go. Bassett's only 
other tournament victory 
was On Feb. 20, !963, when Sunday. 
,she defeated Texan sandra McEnroe's domination 
Collins to win $7,000 in a of Lendlcame'only one day 
minor tournament a t  after Lendl destroyed top- 
Hershey, Pa . .  seeded Jimmy Counors, 
The Osaka event also handing the 31-yeer~ld 
marked the return ~to left-hander the worst 
competitive tennis of defeat of his'carser, 6-0, 6. 
Swedish veteran Bjorn O. 
Borg, who beat Bill At Lugano, Switzerland, 
Scsnlon of the United Manuella Maleeva of 
States 6.2, 6-2 in the men's Bulgaria whipped Iva 
fnal. Buderova of 
In New York, McEnroe Czechoslovakia 6-1, 6-1 in 
easily, handled Lendl, the $100,000 Swiss open. It 
stsmp~g himself as one of • was the first victory on the 
the favorites to win the professional circuit for 
French Open, a Grand Malceva, 17, 
Slam tennis t i l l e  that has 
eluded "Americans since 
Tony Trabert won. it. 20 
yta~z,ago.~. ,.;~/~ : :~. ,,;.~ ". 
"I think there are six 
guys now who are capable 
Uofwinning the French, and 
lam definitely one of the • 
six," McEnrne said after 
winning his second con- 
secutive Tournament of 
Champions title, requiring 
only 78 minutes to win 
Juan Aguilera of Spain 
downed Henrik Sundstrom 
of Sweden 6.4, 2-6, 2-6, 8-4, 
6~ to become .the first 
unseeded player to win the 
$318,000 German Open. 
Francesca Cnncellotti of 
Italy defeated , Jimmy 
Brown of the United States 
6-1~ 6-4 to win a $75,000 
Gra~td Prix tournament a  
Florence, Italy. 
f 
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" 1Ce l t i cs  rOut New York Knicks 
Burn victims and Red Cross 
are counting on youl 
BOSTON (AP) :-- .I/ a t  The Celtics jUml~ed on 
flrst you don't succeed, you top quickly and. l ike the 
cgp try, try again, Btit NeW early leader in the  other 
York Knacks won't get six games of the National 
another chance to beat the Basketball Association 
Celtics.in Boston.'  playoff series," went on to 
i 
• M e m o r i a l  cup tournament 
Kamloops  upt ight  
KITCHENER, Ont. (CP) 
- -  There are a lot' of ner- 
vous people around the 
Memorial Cup junior 
hockey tournament. :
The young Kamloops 
Junior Oilers were uptight 
Sunday, failing behind 8-0 
before rallying in the late 
stages to lose 9-7 to Kit- 
chener Rangers. 
Laval Voisins, first-time 
participants in their 13- 
year existence, 'were on 
edge Saturday night when 
they @t bombed 8-2by the 
.~angers. Marin Lem eux 
and company came out 
': shooting Sunday night 
against Ottawa 67s but lost 
again, 6-5. 
One might think the only 
calm performers were the 
host Rangers, who din- 
chad a semifinal berth 
before. 6,494 fans at 
Memorial Auditorium. But 
they turned out to be 
nervous, too. 
"We were jittery since 
we didn't know anything 
about Kamloops," said 
Kitchener coach Tom 
Barrett. 
"The crowd was, maybe, 
worth a goal for us, but we 
were also soared because, 
if you don't, play well, 
they'll be on their feet." 
Rarrett's pro-game 
jitters had only just begun. 
After Brian Wilks and 
Garnet McKechney beth 
got two goals and Wayne 
Lresley, David Bruce, 
Grog Puhalski and Dave 
Shaw put the Rangers well 
in tront midway through 
the game, the Junior Oilers 
started to chip away and 
things got nerve racking. 
• Rob Brown and Jim 
Camazzela scored to cut 
the lead to 8-2 after two 
periods, Then Tony Vogel', 
Camazzela again, Ryan 
Stewart, Ken Dauneyko 
and Dean Evanson had the. 
Western Hockey League~ 
champions behind by just 
8-7 with 3:31 left. 
The final frantic minutes 
Stadler 
deserves 
win 
DALLAS (AP) - -  Craig 
Stadler was straight- 
forward about his first golf 
victory in 21 months. 
"I felt I deserved to wiu 
this week," Stadler said 
after holding off the 
challenge of David 
Edwards for a one,hot 
victory Sunday in the 
Byron Nelson Classic. 
'Armed with a four- 
stroke lead going into the 
final round, Stadler needed 
only a par round of 71 over 
the last 19 holes to acquire 
• his eighth career triumph 
and the first since the 1982 
World Series of Golf. 
The victory, secured on a 
72-hole total of 276, eight 
under par on the long, 
tough Las Colinas Sports 
Club course, was worth 
$90,000 from the total purse. 
of $500,000 and boosted 
Stadler's earnings for the 
season to $204,247. It 
marked the fifth con- 
seeutive year Stadler has 
won more then $200,000. 
While he won by only one 
stroke, it really wasn't hat 
close. He led throughout 
the final round and 
received a challenge only 
over the last few holes. 
"I never felt 
th reatened, "  Stadler said. 
Edwards was seven 
shots back when the round 
started but closed with a 
seven-birdie 65 for a 277 
total. 
Playing well in front of 
Stadler, Edwards knew he 
had to make a birdie on the 
18th to have a chance. But 
he missed a 20-foot putt 
from the fringe. 
MAKES BOGEY 
Moments later Stadler, 
playing the 17th, made a 
bogey from a difficult lie in 
a hunker. That cut the 
margin to one with one 
hole - -  the 466-yard, uphill, 
par-four 18th --  to play. 
Stadler needed a par to 
win. He made it with a 
drive down the middle, a 
mid-iron to the fat pert of 
the green and two putts. 
Tom Watson, who. has 
won four titles here and 
lost another in a playoff, 
was third with a closing 68. 
win Sunday for the fourth Milwaukee : Bucks on 
straight ime,at home. Tuesday night in the 
By routing' 'the Knicks opener 0fthe bests)f-seven 
121-104 in the seventh and Eastern Conference final. 
decisive game, the Celtics Bernard King, the 
earned the right to face Knicks' outstanding for- 
ward, averaged 35.7 points 
a game, including six over 
the 40 mark, in his first 11 
piayoff contests but was 
held to seven points in the 
first half Sunday. By the 
time he got his first field 
goal, nearly three minutes 
ended only after Bruce, a Don McLaren replied" for into the second period, 
1983 ' second-round raft the Ontario Hockey Boston already had a 44.30 
pick by the National League playoff-champian lead. The  edge never 
Hockey Lcag,~'~ Van- 67s. dipped below nine points. 
couver Canucks, scored Laval ran into penalty after that. 
into the empty with seven .. trouble and Ottawa drew Celtics' Larry Bird 
seconds left. even at 3-3 on power-play added 12 rebounds, 10 
"I think we quit after we goals by Bruce Cassidy assists and three steals to 
got the big lead," said and Bill Bennett. his 39 points and outscored 
Barrett. 
"We got it easier that we 
should have got it. 
"We then laid ba~k, 
didn't close the door, and 
they "took it to us."  
Kamloops. coach Bill 
Laforge said: "Once we 
got our confidenc'e we were 
on our way." 
Laforge drew his players 
around the bench, before 
heading off the ice at the 
end of the first period when 
they trailed 6-0. 
" I  told them to get'their 
headsup," said Laforge, 
who alsoreminded them in 
the between period talks, 
"that we are a proud 
hockey team and we would 
come together." 
Pride also cured the 
Voisins' nervousness. 
Lemieux, the expected No. 
1 pick in the NHL entry 
draft in June, had been 
held scoreless by the 
Rangers for only the third 
time in 85 games this 
season.  
Sunday night, he needed 
only 1:39 to end the 
drought. 
"Everybody has been 
talking about how I didn't 
give a good performance 
last night, so I had play 
very well tonight," said 
Lemieux, who had 334 
Quebec Major  Junior 
Hockey League points 
before Memorial Cup play 
started. 
The Voisins led 3-1 I0 
minutes into the game on  
goals by Michel Mongeau 
and Yves Courteau,•while 
Mongeau, who's coming King in the series, 213.204. 
off a bout of mononucleosis The Knicks were led by 
that caused him to miss the King with 24 pelnts and Bill 
league final, scored his Curtwright with 19. Robert 
second of the night, but 
Bennett tied it 4-4 - -  again I I 
with the Voislns short- 
handed. Sport Shorts ! After Ottawa's Adam 
Creighton and Laval's 
Francois Sills traded 
goals, Phil ' Patterson 
scored at 9:07 of the third 
period to insure the 67s of a 
semifinal spot by making it 
impossible for the Voisins 
to finish ahead of them in 
the round robin. 
Ottawa coach Biif Ki|rea 
said his team was caught 
off-guard by Laval. 
"Obviously, some of our 
players thought hey were 
going to pad their totals 
tonight because they 
played as individuals and 
not as a team," said 
Kilrea, who replaced all- 
star goalie Varren Pang at 
1:510f the first period after 
the Voisins had scored on 
their first two shots. 
"I didn't like what I saw 
from the goaltender out. 
"I thought I would try to 
change the momentum." 
If the Rangers, 2-0, can 
beat Ottawa en Wednesday 
they will get a bye to the 
final and a chance at their 
second national cham- 
pionship in the last three 
years .  
Ottawa, 14), faces 
Kamleops, 0-1, tonight. 
Laval, 0-2, has a day off 
and then must beat the 
Junior Oilers to advance. 
Parish had 22 for Boston 
and Dennis Johnson, 
rebounding from a ! sore 
right shoulder .that kept 
him out of the sixth game 
loss to New York, added 21. 
But Bird was the key to 
stopping New York ifrom 
becoming only the fifth 
team to win a seven-game 
series after trailing 2-0. 
"He was outstanding," 
New York coach Hubie 
Brown said. "He did a 
fantastic job from the 
perimeter. He loosens 
everybody else up." 
In the Weatem Con- 
ference final, Los Angeles 
Lakers take a 1-/) series 
edge over Phoenix .Suns 
into the second game 
Tuesday. The Lakers won. 
the opener 110-94 Saturday.. 
Bob McAdeo had 20 points 
and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 
19 to spark the Lakers. 
' ' L  
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- C~rl Lewis sailed 831 metres 
Sunday at an invitational track meet, the'fourth-best long 
jumpever outdoors, and Edwin Moses extended his 400- 
metre hurdles win streak to 88 races. 
Lewis, who fouled on fo~ attempts, Including his first 
three, hit his winning jump on his next-to-last a tempt. 
Lewis also owns the second-best (8.79) and third-best 
long jumps. The longest was Bob Beamon's 8.90 in the 
high altitude of Mexico City in the 1968 Summer Olympics. 
"I still think I can jump 30 teet.(9.14 metres) someday 
and my times will be coming down in both sprints," Lewis 
said. 
BALTIMORE (AP) - -  The probable starting field • for 
the Preakness increased to nine with the announcement 
Sunday that Wind Flyer would run in the second leg of 
raciug's Triple Crown on sat~dsy. 
Officials at Pimlico Race Course said the Robert 
Masstersen colt, runner-up in the Illinois Derby on 
• Saturday, would head to Baltimore from the Chicago area 
Sunday night. 
Kentucky Derby winner Swale will also be ehallenged in
the Preakness hy Gate Dancer, Pine Circle, Taylor's 
Special, Fight Over, Raja's Shark, Play On and S.S. Hot 
Sauce.. 
LEEDS, England (CP) - -  Briton Nick Faldo returned 
triumphantly tothe European golf circuit Sunday with a 
one-stroke victory in the Leeds tournament over com- 
patriot Howard Clark. 
Faldo fired a final round 71 for a 72-hole score of 276. 
Clark came in with a 72. 
Jerry Andersen of Toronto, who had been with the 
leaders the f i~t two days before,ballooulng to a 79 on 
Saturday, finished with a 69 on Sunday. His 289 total was 
13 strokes behind the winner. 
. . . .  I II • 
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ALEXANDER GRAHAMBELL 
invented the telephone so that 
folks could talk to each other  
• i 1 . . .  mexpens ve y, yet  
$ Deregulation of long distance rates in the United States 
has brought an end to affordable home telephones in that 
country, and the beginning of much higher phone bills! 
Consumers thought 
deregulation would bring 
lower rates. In fact, 
within six months it has 
brought metered local 
rates, dramatically 
increased costs to shops 
and businesses and a loss 
of universal home 
service. 
In Canada, the choice 
is still ours.' 
Deregulation doesn't 
have to happen here. 
In October the CRTC will 
decide whether totake the 
U.S. route or keep the 
Canadian telephone 
system intact. And that's 
when they'll want to hear 
how you feel about it. ~ 
Exercise your right of choice• Act now to tell the CRTC before the 
deadline of May 22, 1984 that you want your voice heard at the 
October hearings. 
Call the TWU and request an information kit on deregulation 
...(112) 437-8601 1 Want information from the regulatory 
• authority responsible for this matter, 
AND, IF YOU: 2 Want to participate in the actual CRTC 
a proceedings, send the coupon below to: 
7.  - - - - - - - - the  . . .  . - - . . . . ,~ . , . .  - - .  I SECRETARY GENERAL, C.R,T.C. I 
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'~'~ : '~ '~ ~ '~ ~'~~l~k~ ( l ~  "~ LIBRAmake enemies, meet with verbul nbuse" Dou't 3z (Sept. 23to Od;. 22) .JI11.~'~ 5 36~ ' I II ~ 8 ". . . . . . .  37 341 i  = 
~ '~ ~ V l i  i"i-'l.._~._l i - ]  Chancesm'e,lfsomeonets ~ =  ,o I "1  ~ ~  
~~~'~'V~'"~n%'~'="" ' : .  "~ '~J '  ~. ~[-L. I [ ~ I [  1~1 money.Upset withA wordY°U' ~it'Skindnessab°ut 42 .......... 1144 ~45 " 47 "" 
now would mean much to a ' ~0  ~[51 l ~ 
BROOM-HILDA by Russell Myers fanm~me~r. 49 
=o=o I 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
between friend and fee is 
essential. However, don't shut 
out loved ones. Some people 
you can trust. 
~Grr r~s  ~ 
(Nov. 22 toDee. 21) ~ 2-2 
Mental ~al~ue could occur 
today. Push too hard and you 
won't able to think clearly. 
Save time for peace and relax- 
ation. Yesterday's Cryptoquip-- DOUGHNUT MANUFACTURER 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  GOES GOLFING -- MADE A HOLE IN ONE OF COURSE. 
'~, ~... (Dee.22to Jan. 19) 1~his is, n t, the Ume,to ahow~- ~R ..... ,,.,,. :~_ , ,  .;, ,. --.~. ~ . Today's Crypt~lui[, clue: G eqeals U. 
1lie CryptoquJpis a'sin~pl-esiib dilution cipher in which each ' off creative efforts. ,Iedif- 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN by Stan Lee  ference on the pert of others is letter used stands for another. If you think that X eqeals O, it 
• ., a sign of envy. Keep per[ee- will equal O throughout the puzzle. Singie letters, short words, 
.,,~/p..~o/~:~R.,,~K4N~/./F"~.,,~ 41 ~ [1/i/ 'r'Nt ~:::~'/, , ~ ' ~ : I  tingtalents, and words using an apostrophe can give you dues to loeall~ 
W//..." eT" , , ,~ '7" lN~Ow'~ "~4//..Y4,~ rift R~TeR/TH iSR~~ AQUARIUS. ~ vowels. Solution is accomplished by.trial and error. 
~=~,,/',voii,/~X ~ ~R ~P ~ I1~ r~e z .Ave ~ 
+o ~/m-:  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~FII,~'~. "me=e~ MI I~ ~ ( Jan.~0toFeb.18) - - ,~ J~ 
thoughts exactly as you do. 
Still, some people might Steal 
an idea of yours and take 
~ ~ l ! i ~ ~ ~  cre~t |or it thomselves. 
~s X ~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) qbe, 
An adviser may not. have 
Don t let others belittle your 
efforts. Keep your own 
counsel for now. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
business acumen, but are 
more drawn to a professional 
B.C. by Johnny Hart career. You do well in partner- 
skqp and may have a talent for 
~ '  ( ,~ diplomacy. You work best 
o~T~ ~ c~ ~" i  r , - .  I /~  w,~ MY ~e~J~ ~ wben inspired and often 
(~ ~ r l l~  ~ I ~X~S'  I/~r~Ar~ NoT X I i ~ ~ ~ ~Y ~r.  I cho~e a creative vocation. 
Music, writing, theater, 
~ ~  ~ j 1 ~ ~ El [ [ ~ ~ I ' design and film are some. of 
I ~ fulfillment. You dislike taking 
advice, but are tactful about 
iL Law, politics, religion and 
• medicine may also appeal to 
• you. Birth date of: James 
• Mason, actor; Katherine Anne 
. Porter, writer; and Trini 
Lopez, singer. 
' ~"Y00kt~ 5~I=E IF H¢Off91N~ @II~,.,-L~9/' 
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE , by Lynn Johnston /~,~- -  
QOFFEP-. ~ . :~ii Locks everywhere 
~' ~,~,"  : years,late In IHfe;amAfterstlll rmmlngSeVeral , , ~ 
" . ' into locked closets, lock- 
ed doors and locked 
. Last Week I founu 
' some 40-year-old ove let- " /_..~,%,~1, I ~ I'  ~ ~ , ' ' ' I . ters from my humband to '! 
• . , them out? -- Too Many , 
Locks In Ohio 
You have the man and 
that's what counts. Stop: 
the WIZARD of ID  by  Brant Parker and  Johnny Hart ' youbehavingmay loseChildishlY'hlm, Leave°r 
his letters andplctures 
long to ttlM; 
. ,  . . . . .  . , ©, . . ,o . , , - - - . - . ' , - ,  the1: W:: ~l:::r:Cs~bme~yy,~l:7:soef s ,, 
poet . : :  
11Proceim: 
•. comb. form 
19 "Ode-a  
Nightinga|e" 
Singer / 
Stewart 
~:Actress : 
:, J':Arthur • 
=Dump, 
19 Gave the 
go.ahead 
30 S.~ner. 
, r~rt 
31 Legend 
~Speek]ed 
37 A~ess 
41 At ho~ 
41 warbled 
43 Mixture 
44 Remainder 
46 Hero 
47 CapitolV~Ps 
48 Simplicity 
51 Prefix for 
classic 
9 I0 I1 
t 
CRYm'ORUIP 
JATXWGK KEGLAJE  LTWXA VGEW HJ -  
KETGSEWT EW LHKETVSE.HWJ . .  
 cnilo 
May is Speech/and . 
Hsadng Month. It is 
believed that ap- 
pro~te]y :  1.5 to three 
per!c'ent ,of ~bies born in 
C, ausdp ~each year have a 
heating IOsssevere nough 
to requ i re ,  special 
education d help. That is 
perhaps '6,000. to 12,000 
children amually. . 
Early '..rdetoction of 
hearing impairment i s  
imi~rtant, that the child 
may receive the necessary 
help dm'ing hbi orher first 
years 0~ life. • 
But hearing impairment 
is a "hiddeh handicap." It 
is often difficult to tell 
whether or not a young" 
child Is able to hear. 
Through: their deaf 
detection and deve!opment 
program,:the Order of the 
Royal Purple and :the 
B.P.O, Elks offer check 
lists -for .parents and 
teachers to .help identify 
h~arLng-impsired chUdRn 
that they might be treated 
as early as possible, 
This is only a partial list. 
More complete in- 
formation is available 
from the Order of the 
Royal Purple or the Elks. 
For'parents, observe the 
following. From birth to 
two weeks old does your 
inappropriate or in'clevant 
answers to  questions, 
frequently watching others 
before beginning a task 
and having a tendency to 
iinitate actions of others. 
Other signs that may he 
indicative if.. impaired 
baby: Jump when there is bearing are poor auditory 
a sudden loud sound, stop 
crying•when you start to 
talk, stir in its sleep when 
there is continuous noise 
c loseby,  stop sucking 
momentarily when there is 
a noise or you start to talk? 
F~m two weeks to 10 
weeks, does your baby: 
Stop crying when you talk 
to It, stop its movements 
wben'yen enter the room, 
discrimination ability or 
irritability. The child may 
be more intelligent than 
his worklindicates. He or 
she may have frequent 
temper tantrums, and a 
tendency to withdraw or 
daydream. 
A high percentage of 
children have hearing 
impairments which can be 
treated medically or 
seem, pware of your voice, surgi.eally. A smaller 
waken when the crib or: proportion may require the 
hasa!~et is touched? use of a hearingaid. 
From 2½ months to six If you suspect your child 
months old does your has a hearing impairment, 
baby: Always coo with report it to your doctor. 
pleasure when you start to Further information 
talk, turn its eyes to the about the Elks •Purple 
speaks, seem to enjoy a Cro~ Deaf Detection and 
musical toy, stop Development Program is 
• 1 
J udge  Char l le  Meek  measures  the  ta l l  of  a we l l .d ressed  Labrador  
retriever at Sunday's Mother's Day Pef Parade, sponsored by the 
Terrace Dog Club. Children's pets contested for prizes in the 
Categories of longest ail; shortest fur, b!gges t feet and more. 
. . . .  • 
Goats, rabbits, dogs, cat, 
join in the pet parade 
• TERRACE-- General, a corgi owned by digest, best-behaved, or most colorful, and 
14-yeur-uld MElOdy Blaikey, sang his way • of icoursa, which could do the best h'iek. 
to victow In the best trick category Of the " 
annual Mother's Day Pet Parade. The performers sat, howled or c ba~ed 
ro l ledup  socks. Others stubboi'aly 
Sporting a red baseball cap tilted low refused, though nervot~ young owners 
over one eye, a white lace shirt and pastel .tugged and pleaded. / .  
wool skirt, General also walked away with ' ' . 
best.dressed pet honors in the parade held Two black-and-white goats were judged 
Sunday afternooa in the Thornhill Com- the most unusual pets and it was .decided 
munity Hall. The event was sponsored by the budgie h,~d the shortest legs. 
the Terrace Dog Club. The winner' owners had their choice of 
Competitors included about 26Ctifldren such prizes'as books, dog biscuits or 
with 21 beasts, scvcral.rabbits, two goats, imitation rawhide, donated by. local 
a kitten, a green budgie, and dogs of every businesses. Everyone went home with a 
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Fox's artificial leg 
• ...., . , ' . ,  ;:..:/~}.:,;,..,,, :. ., : :~ . . - , . /~ i ' .  , .  . . . ,~ . . . .  . ,  . ~ ~ • :. 
breakthrough designi 
TORONTO (CP) -- An artificial leg or do aerohics in a way ihey can't now."~ 
designed for running, based on an idea by The model requires further testing, but I
the late Terry Fox, has been unveiled by a the final version should be available in{ 
Hamilton research team.' . ~ " about two years at dcost Of about $~5Q0-~ 
Heralded as a bl'eakthrough in* the $500 more than a standard artificial limb,~ 
design of artificial limbs, the device will Martel said. : c .  ' : ! '  " 
enable those with legs amputated above Grant Darby, a 20-year-old sports en-~ 
the knee to run in comfort without an awk- thusiast who lost a leg "to cancer three] 
ward gait. ' years ago, says thelirnb "is so good I can't" 
Officials of the War Amputations of see anyone who's wearing it being called 
Canada, which supported the research diz~bled." 
project at Chedoke-McMaster Hospital in Darby worked with researchers to~ 
Hamilton, are calling the innovation "the develop the new limb, which has a 
legacy of Terry Fox" because he sophisticated, spring-driven, piston-like~ 
developed the basic concept while device to replace the knee hinge used i~. 
preparing for his 1980 rnn for cancer standard artificial limbs. -' 
research. The limb will permit a natural running !. 
But the one-legged runner --  whose motion rather than the two-step, one-hop i 
Marathon of Hope ended near Thunder style Fox had to use because of the. i
Bay, Ont., with the discovery of further limitations of his artificial leg. 
cancer which claimed his life -- didn't The new leg isalso designed to eliminate i 
have the technical expertise, money or problems with the stump, back and! 
time to refine the crude model he built, healthy leg which can occur as a result of ! 
Led by Dr. Guy Martel, the Hamilton running with current artificial legs. | 
team has spent $17,000 and three years in A spokesman for the War AmpsE 
developing a leg he says will allow am- estimated that 4,000 people in Canada ! 
putees to "jog, play basketball, volleyball could benefit from the new leg. ~. 
. J  
Eight ounces of gold 
• . . , ; ' ;  
was price of freedom 
TORONTO (CP) - -  For Tieu and Khiem freedom." 
Tran, whose children • escaped from The Trans reminisced Sunday about thi"] 
Vietnam five years ag0,the Value of eight day Nam was to leave vietnam alone, i 
oanees of gold pald to a boatman cannot be "It cost my parents eight oun~:es of~ 
measured in dollars and cents, gold," Mai said. 
The family, reunited last week and "In my country that's a lot of money, a~ 
spending their first Mother's Day in .lot more than here. . 
Canada on Sunday; knows the gold was the "They were thinking: that sometime': 
downpayment on the precious commodity we'd all get together again." ,~ 
of freedom. But when Mai and Tuen went to say~j 
SinceTieuTran paid the goldto have his goodbye to their brother, they noticed n0~ 
oldest son, Nam, escape, Nam and a police on guard and lots of people milling:! 
brother and sister who managed to flee around, so they slipped on the boat w i~ 
with him have worked to see the family him. 
reunited. They were jammed for six days on a 
After five years of sacrifice, they saw beat 22 metres long and four metres wide:-~ 
their parents along with 22.year-old with 260people. Then they spent 13 months ~ 
brother, Viet, arrive safely in'Canada a in a refugee camp in Indenssta~ 
week ago and the laughter, smiling and• 
• tears of joy haven't stopped since. MEETS BENEFACTOR 
What does mother Khiem like best about And they remember vividly the day In~, 
Canada? July 1980 that they came to Canada and~ 
"Mother says, first, her family's met BarbaraCohan. 
reunited and the second is freedom," said "I couldn't afford to sponsor any of the~ 
Mai, 21, who helped act as a translator for boat people," recalls Cohen, who has ant- - 
her parents, adopted aughter as well as five mentally-':'~ 
H afed deba!e sparked 
uals in .on homosex the church 
' NARAMATA, B.C, (CP) Penticton delegate rights for presentation to latter c0uld be dealt with in~* assembly Voted to~'rejeCta 
--  Delegates attending the Stephen Cribb said he various levels of govern- its own right. The chur~:h resolution •. condemning 
British Columbia con- didn't want "a homosexual ment. will be askedto decidethe" abortion. 
He said ordination is not- issue in August. 
movements when a new .available from 3420A Hill size, description and dress, prize. It was different in Vietnam, she said, retarded foster children. ~; 
sound is introduced, Imow Avenue,  Reg ina ,  where, until, 1975, the family had a nice "And then I heard about Friendship~j 
its own name try to "talk Saskatchewan, $4S OW9. Judge Charlie Meek and assistant Jean The, Terrace Dog Club will hold an home and two grocery stores in Cantho, a Families. The government pays the cos~ 
b.F~:' when ~outslk toit? or contact your local Elks Bislkie mea'sured the length of tails, ears, adults dog show next Friday, Saturday town about 160 kflometres from what was and we help .the families find bousing,,~, 
teaeYhers, • the club or.Royal Purple. legs and fur, judged whichpet was cud- and Sunday. •then Saigon and is now He Chi Minh City. schooling and other things." 
• . . . . . . .  '. . . . . .  " TAKES HOME . . . .  : Cchan helped the three, original Tra0~ 
. . . . . . . .  ~ ' " : ' ' ' ' . . . . . . .  ' ~ ; ~ ' ' ' ' J '  " ' : ' I ' ' ' ' '  ' . . . . . .  ' ' ' :  ' " ~ : :  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. . . . .  ; . . . . . . . .  ~.J~.the ~w2egimetock everything,lsli~ mmigrant~get jolt.in 6 hamburger outleff'~-~ 
. . . .  . . . ,~  . . "~ . . . .  ~, . ~ ' - " , .  ' *  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  'i'i~i~ r~ / ,~,j ,~l.,~:' , '  . , ~  " said,' "purchasing" the family business as dishwasher, waitress and busboy. 
and ~ome without providing any money. Since then, Mai and Tuan have gone on 
For a whiie, her Parents "didn't know to other jobs while achieving high marks!~ 
what to.expect," said Mai, who has taken at school. 
English classes in Canada. While searching Sunday for words to ": 
"They • ctuld be asked to move . . . describe what they like best about their I 
possibly to ja i l . . ,  and afterwards -- not new country, spokesman Mai was outdone i 
before -- somebody Would explain the by 18-year-old brother Tuna, who in- . 
reason. Here they have a choice. That's terjected enthusiastically "everything!" [ 
terence of the .United 
Church of Canada defeated 
two resolutions Sunday 
which Would deny or' 
dination to homosexuals 
under ianY circumstances, 
Discussion on the con- 
troversial issue was 
heated, and came in the 
.wake of remarks made by 
the church's moderator, 
Clarke IMacDonald, who 
said in Toronto on the 
weekend he has not taken a 
public stand on the 
qusst~on ~ of ordaining 
homosexuals because the 
church is already seriously 
divided on the issue. 
Seven resolutions 
regarding the ordination of 
homosexuals were brought 
before the 630 delegates 
attending the weekend 
conference in this 
Okenagan community - - .  
four' of them asking the 
general council to delay its 
decision until a referen- 
dum of the total mem- 
bership could be held. 
for my •minister. I don't 
went an .East Indian for 
my minister. I don't want a 
woman for my minister or 
a left-hander. 
" I  want a com- 
passionate, thoughtful, 
loving and intelligent 
person." 1 
Those citing "the Bible in 
arguments for or against. 
homosexuality received a 
cautionary word from 
Sunday morning's theme 
speaker, Peter Gordon 
White of Toronto. 
He told a story of actress 
Mae 'West  asking 
comedian W.C. Fields why 
he was reading the Bible, 
and being told: "Don't 
worry, my little chickadee, 
I'm just looking for the 
loopholes." 
. In his . statement, 
MacDonald said he has 
strongly supported' the 
human rights' o f  
homosexuals and ha~ 
helped draft' the United. 
Church position on these 
a human right. ' Earlier, the conference : 
"It is a rite of the church adopted, a resolution 
in which authority to be a calling for new federal 
minister is given by the' legislation governing 
church to those it belives to divorce. Delegates said 
be called by God and t o be  professional, conciliation 
both competentend fit for counselling : should, be 
the ministry." ~ " mandatory during divorce 
Delegates did L pass a' proceedings..The church 
.petition asking the general conference also said the. 
council to separate or- law should favor joint 
dination and the issue of custody of children. 
homosexuality so that the On Saturday, the 
$3,3 million haul 
said to be alfalfa 
A horse trailer supposedly carrying alfalfa turned 
out to be filled with an entirely different kind of 
grass -- 2.1 tonnes of marijuana valued at $3.3 
million, authorities say. ' ' 
The pot was recently found at a borde r checkpoint 
100 ki.'lometres north of San D iego . .  
"I've been here since 1963, and we never had one 
that bigr'~:said !!. R. Mitehell'ofthe,U.S. Border 
' Patrol. 
• The marijuana, being trucked-into the United 
states, was found packe d in cardboar d boxes and 
trash bags covered with alfalfa, Mitchell said. 
Painting of Queen removed 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A controversial 
painting of Queen Elizabeth and 
Prince Philip standing in a weedy 
field in front o f  the Canadian 
Parliamegt Buildings followed Gay. 
Gen. Ed Schreyer out of Government 
House, a Public Works Spokesman 
said Sunday. 
Within two hours of the Schreyer 
residence. But Leger brought it "to Sauve had asked' the painting be 
Government House temporarily after moved. , ", 
.of the fire, said Normand. "It was everybody and nob0dy'that 
In the five years it held centre asked. It. was just felt that it wouldn't 
stage in the ballroom, people'loved it cause any inconvenience for the two 
or loathed i t  as a harsh political families if we movedit just before the 
statement against the monarchy, investiture," said Normand. 
Normand discounted rumors Sauve is to be sworn in as Canada"s 
governor general-designate Jeanne 23rd governor general today. 
family's departure for Winnipeg on 
FHday to pack for their June move to 
AustraliseWberese,reyerwillserve . .  " Missing: One jaguar 
as High Commissfoner, the painting , . . . . .  
came d0wn from the baHroom wall of DARTMOUTH~'N.S. (CP) -- A mild-mannered but could become 
the  governor ;general!~ official .,s[nalF j~uarl: de~ribed as paten- dangerous if mistreated or hungry. 
residence, said ~,ntbJ~e', Normai~d. tinily dadgero~s;.i Was •ireported The yeilowcat, whichhas large black 
The two-by-fou~, ~b~'t~. l a~g, by missing~fr0m ~ vlsiUng circus on  sports, is aboiJt the Size of a medium- 
Quebec artist Je~tK~=~l~ul'.'Lemtei~; Is1 Sunday. ' ~ + . . . . . .  " sized dog. " ; • • . 
in a crate bound for the gov(~rnor; Police said. the cat ,  about five Named Romulusl it is valued at 
general's Quebec Citadel summer 
residence, where it will become part 
of the furnishings of a rebuilt wing 
gutted by fire in February 1976, 
Normend. 
Renovations hould be complete by 
next month, said Normand, adding' 
an open house is planned so the public 
can see the wing and the painting. 
The painting, commissioned by 
Sebreyer's predecessor, Jules Lager, 
cost taxpayers $49,000 end was 
supposed to hang in the Citadel 
months o ld '  and weighing 13.6 
kilograms, was apparently stolen 
from the Dartmouth Sportsplex g 
where the Super Circus International 
was performleg~ Its cage is also 
missing. 
Cpl. Larry Turner said the cat 
disappeared between 11:30 p.m. 
,Saturday and 1:30 a.m. Sunday. It 
was in an area with other anifnals 
from the circus butnoneof the others 
were bothered, '~: : 
. He said the malejaguar.;Is*usually- 
, / ? 
about $2,000. 
Turner said l)clice have no leads in 
their search for. the cat. A toward of 
$500 for its return has been offered by 
the circus . . . . .  . : 
"They justwent, toget/,the thing 
back 'with no' questions asked," he 
said. "At least that's the '(ray it op- 
Ine at s to me." ' '~', i . 
The circus was scheduled to leave 
Dartmouth on Sunday. it ~lll play at 
other communities in Nova Scotia 
next week. 
~4s 
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I Commun!ty ! Communit 9 ! Community 1 Communit9 ! CommunltM 14 Business 31 
ServlceB ServiceB Services ..... Services Personal' Pets ; 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Soup Kitchen -- We provide 
free,soup to those In need; 
this service Is provided by 
volunteers who are 
unemployed. Donstlons. of 
food and money are needed 
to maintain this service. 
3312 Sparks Ave. 
10am - 4p, m 
630.1604 
• (ppd2-30mar84) 
TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop.In centre; supporl 
service for women; 
Information; referral; 
lending library; bookstore, 
counsel l ing;  supporl  
groups. 
4542 Plrk Avenue; 
open 12-4 p.m. weekdays 
638.0221 
(ppd.Tmo.30Mar'84) 
ALANON MEETINGS 
Monday at ~IIIs Memorial 
Hospital, at 8pm Phone 
Isohe1635-9359 or Gloria 635- 
5546, 
(ppd-23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at:7 
p.m. In the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there is a movie on 
Alcohol and Drugs. 
Everyone welcome. 
(ppd.14may) 
Services 
TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES provides 
assistance with household 
management and dally 
living activities to aged, 
hand icapped,  con- 
vatescents, chronically IIh 
etc. 4530 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P4. 
Phone ~5135. 
(ppd.30nov) 
TERRACE PRO.LIFE 
Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with upholding 
the right to life of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death, Active and 
supporting members 
welcome. Phone Roberts 
635-7749 or Mark at 635-5841. 
(ppd.30j une-84.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly mesSing Is held 
every last Wednesday of 
every month et 8:00 p.m. at 
the Kill K'Shan staffroom. 
For more Information call 
Cathy ot 635-2151 or Sue at 
635.4691. 
(ppclS.291une) 
KSAN HOUSE Is" 
available to women and 
children who have been 
physically or mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
call the HELP line'635. 
6447. (ppd.aprl130.84) 
THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
mbnth at Northwest 
Commun'lty College. We are 
a s~ppert group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk.to us please call 
Jacquie 635.6727, 
Trean 635-2865. 
(pp3-june2994) 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7.10pm 636.1362. 
(pod.Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and Join us, a fatally 
orlentated group, wlth 
famlly end adult actlvltles. 
We ere a local support 
group; offerlng frlendshlp, 
cornpanlonshlp and help if 
we can to famllles who are 
only one parent. Come and 
Joln us the One Parent 
Famllles Assoclatlon of 
Canada. For Informstlon 
phone Bee 635.3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or wrlte Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B5. 
(ppd-13ju194) 
PARENT'5.1N-CRISIS A 
self-help group 4~or parents, 
seeking to change 
desh'uctive patterns of 
chlld.reering. Weekly 
meetings. Telephone crisis 
line - 635-5566 or write to 
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. 
(ppcM-20iune) 
' INCHES AWAY CLUB UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE -- We meets every Tuesday at 
are a non-government 6:45 p.m. In the Skeena 
agency that provides advice Health Unit. For In.. 
and counselling to the formation call Joanna 635- 
unemployed. Our services 7742 or Kath~ 638.0497. 
are. free. If you need help (ppd&31aug) 
with Unemployment 
Insurance problems or PROGRAM'ME CADRE- 
Human Resources give us a FRANCAIS Le Mlnlstere 
call. de L'Educa,flon offre aux 
4721 Lazelle, Francophones'de Terrace 
Rm.200 .-,un education en Francois. 
(BackofTIIIIcumTheatre) Pour information: J.Y. 
635.4631 
(ppd2.30mar84) Paul635.9527 L. Tremblay 
635.4832. 
A.A. MEETINGS (pl-,Jiun) 
Monday-- 8:30 p~m.. 
(Closed) " 
United Church 2 Comin9 
4907 Lazelle Events 
Tuesday --.8:30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred Heai't Church 
4830 Straume 
Wednesday -- 8:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursday -- 8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Friday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Kermede Friendship Centre 
3313 Kalum 
Saturday .--6:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
THI= TERRACE Figure 
Skating Club wil l  be 
holding its Annual General 
Meeting on May 28th at 
-7:30pm In the Skeena 
'Health Unit Auditorium. 
Eledion of offlcors will 
take place. All Interested 
In this club are urged to 
attend. 
(nc-20may) 
, TERRACE TENNIS CLUB 
cordially invites all tennis 
buffs to play in the Terrace 
Tennis Open Moy 19.215t. 3
events. Entry deadline 
Wednesday May 16. 
D.L . 'G .  PORTER 
CHARTERED AC- 
COUNTANT, Trustee .in 
bankruptcy, ,recqiyer, :
l i qu idator .  :. 209.4650 
Lazelle;Ave., p,o.. Box. 
888, Tel:race, B.C: VaG" 
4R2;- 63e.o361,, 635.5702. 
(p20.28moy)' 
TOTAL BUSINESS SER. 
~ICES •24' hr. Answering 
Service, Typ.lng; Paging, 
Photocopying AIsrm 
monitoring..3238 Kalum St. 
Phone 639.Q195. 
(acc7:mar.tfn) 
FILTERQUEEN 
• Sales&Service .. • 
Phone 
635-7096 
AL TOOVEY . 
FURNACE REPAIR 
Phone635.7524 
(stf) 
19 He lp  
Wc~nted 
EARN MONEY the 
"Fuller Brush" way Phone 
Rebecca 635.3328. 
(p4.11may) 
CANADIAN Summer 
Resort Employment 
Opportunity Information 
STANDING AT STUD 
BE RAZ, TUS 2 
1970 Q.H. Stallion ' 
Raztus Is a ROM Race 
Producer and Multiple 
Show ROM and Youth 
ROM Producer. Sire of 7 
hi.point award .winners -
NBCQHA.-1983. 
CONTACT 
DRIFTWOOD RANCH 
Jim& Elleen'Shorter 
Smlthers 847.3165 
(p20-elun) 
I I I  
33 For Sale 
miscel l~neous 
HAWKE SEAFOODS 
Specializing In fresh 
prawns. Inseeson cnd, 
octopus, snails, halibut 
and shrimp, Fresh Red 
Snapper. ]928 Bobslen 
Cres. 
(p20-~;iun) 
PLYWOOD - 35 sheets of 
new ~ exterlo& 'sheathing. 
$11 per sheet... Phone 638- 
1529. 
(pS-14may) 
• • . , - . . . .  
39 m~rine 
47 Suites .... 
to~ Rent 
\ 
BASEMENT SUITE',- 1 
bedroom phone 638-1346. 
(pS.15~ay) 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good• rates. Call 
manager any time for 
appointment to view; Phone 
535.4547. 
(ac¢21dec-ffn) 
a 
KEYSTONE 
APARTMENTS 
U NDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
facilities, storage locker. 
& parking. References', 
required as of Feb. 144. 
Please phone 63S.$224. 
(acc25ian.tfn) 
'ONE BEDROOM suites 
Low rents. Close to town 
and shupplng. Pl, one 63S. 
6155 days, 638.1533 to 635. 
9080 evenlngs. 
(acc.sept2-'t/n) 
WOOl)GREEN 
APARTMENTS--- I, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown locality. 
Complete with dlshwosher, 
flreplak:e, frldge, stov6'ahd 
drapes: Undercover 
pa.rklng~ Security entranc.e. 
Phone 635.9317. 
Inquiries to Tourney Approx. 850 potential (a~csepti2ffn) 
Sunday--8:30p.m. Dlredor David Burdett, employers listed across 22 '  R I V E R BOAT + 1 " 
(Men's Closed) 635.,~07 evenlngs, Hope to Canada. Detalls, In. Flbreglass over styrofoam 
AngllcanChurch see youthere formation etc. Send and wood frame, wlth 3 48  ~ Homes  : 
4726BasementLazele (nc.16may) stamped envelope to stageHamlltonJel;and3S0 : : fo r  Rent  
1 "~rv lces  ~.~ ServUces . . . . .  " . / I 24 h1"s. -- 638-8195 IMAGES OF RIBBON N In ternat iona l  Em.  Chevy power call 635.5927 
s ,~ef~ ~i .. _. , I II BLUES all native fashion ployment Service, Box evenings. ~ ~  Homes !or s a,: ' I I $1 HomesWantecl I I  (ppd-31iuly84) show and" dinner will be 429, Lumby, B.C. V0E (p20.61un) FOR RENT-- 3 bedt'oom 
~ o ~ . ~ , o r  So,. I I held In conjunction with 2GO. . . ..... . home In Horseshoe Area. 
~ s  ' ~3 Properly Wante 0 I • " i Fireplace, Iorge yard/gas ~ c k  $4 Business Properly I • TERRACE& the Kermode Friendship (p2O.18may) 
~ n e ,  ()pportun,y I I DISTRICT Society's annual general 40Eq  heat. References required. 
~ a n l e d ~ a P  S, Trade S?~ Motorcy¢leSAutomoblles Ii El COMMUNITY meeting to be held at 3313 WANT TO-- u ipment Immediate occupancY. 
Marine , Trucks.& Vons I I SERVICES Kalum St. on 2 June 1984, --make exfi'a money $650 per month. Phone 635~ 
~ e ~  ~9 L~oblle Homes . .  • I l . " 635.3178 'L I ' 9649. ; . . . . . .  :1~  ~ "
~ R  creat lon~h..L;t . . , , . . .~,  m.  . starting at 3p,m . . . . . . . . . . .  meet-nlce,p~ople "r " 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I .................. ~'~-~O'LakelSeAvb. " New members are --work..fleXibl~'".'5odrs SALE -•  191~e..j~fl,~ ; (p6-O,9,10,14,15,16may)~ 
IS Found 44 Property for Rent 64 Financial / Terrace V8G I P4 .~ ,'~velr.o~ nd,el~Jo~ for - -~ I :  ~ pp~e~l~n~ uq'FOR - ,~ ..... :'.~ 
i i ]; t~r .d~a! r~to j ' s !w l l l  sal;}S't'r~f~ld{~' ~" :¢*':~' (' ;;Deare UaCKITOe,Utuz'rno-~. ,",2 BEDROOM" home for r. ~,'. 
I EDUCATION . ~ldo .bb ,tai~lng..l~la~ce. . 635.5347. (plO.24may)'(' v"t"i'lt"~ rent'1" St°ve' ' f r ldgec luck}d .  Clos  to school andJn" 
16 Lost , ~ ~ :: ~ Ro~m & Board • , ;~  M Lega l '~  . I mm.~. 
U FO'  H J ~ j . ~ . . . .  : 41 ¢ .Homes  fo r  Rent . '~': ~ '  
I 
• CLASSIFIED RATES " ' CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS .I 
LOCAL ONLY ' Notices 6.00' :I 
20 words or less 12.00 per Insedion. Over 20 Girths 6.00 / 
words 5 cents per word. 3 or more consecutive Engagements 6.00 l 
insertions SI.S0 per Insertion. Marriages 6.00 / 
Obituaries " 6.00 / 
REFUNDS , Card of Thanks 6,00 / 
First insertion charged for whether run Or not. InMemor lum 6,0¢ / • 
Abso use y no refunds after Id  has been set. ~)ver 60 words, S cents each additloflol word, " / 
- PHONE 635,6557 -- Cloesifled Adver'tisl~g 1 
CORRECTIONS Deportment, I 
Mu l t  be mode before second insertion, " I 
A Iowance can be made for only one incorrect SUBSCRIPTION RATES 1 
Id .  ' ' Etfectivo Oct0ber 1,1910 / 
. . . . . . .  Single COpy |~: / " 
BOX NUMIENS ByCarrier mth.S3,S0 • 1 
SI.00 p ckup By Carrier , year 30.00 | 
$2.00 mailed Oy Mail ' 3 mths. 25.00 | 
By Mail ' 6 rathe. 3S.00. / 
I yr  58 00 CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ByMal l  ' *' ' . ! 
COMMUNITY 
WORKS 
CONSUMER 
COMPLAINTS OFPiCER 
& DEBT 
COUNSELLOR 
635-1256 
MEALS-ON-WIlE ELS 
635-3178 
N DRTHWEST ALCOHOL & 
DRUG COUNSELLING 
638-8117 
SKEENA YOUTH 
WORKS INCENTIVE 
PROGRAM (SYWlP) 
635-5778 
SPECIAL SERVICES 
TO CH I LDR EN 
,, 635-7087 
TERRACE 
HOMEMAKERS 
635-5135 
TERRACE'RECYCLING 
635-7271 
Rat~ |re l iable upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED eATS 
cents per ~gale line• Min imum charge SS,00 
per infortlon. 
LEGAL • POLIT ICAL,~nd TRANSIENT AD.  
V IRT IS ING 
37 cents per line. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS . 
IS.00 per line per month. On a minimum tour 
month basis• 
'COMING EVENTS • 
For Non.Profit Orgonizations• Maximum S days 
Infortl0n prior to event for no charge. Must be 2S 
.words or less, typed, and submttled 1o our ollice.~ 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
NOOn tWO days prior to publlcoti0n day. 
CLASSIFIED 
1l:00 a.m. on day previous to day of publication 
Monday to Friday. 
ALL  CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER other 
then BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT• 
Service th i r s t  of IS.00 en I l l  N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS 
NO charge provided ntws ~bmit ted  within one 
~th .  
SOl ItS, Terrace, I .C. Home Delivery 
VlIG 4114 Phone 6|S-4(H~ 
Senior Cit i len 1 yr. 30.00 
British Commonwealth and United States of 
America I yr. 6S,00 
The Herald reserves the r ight tO classify ads 
under appropriate headings and tO Set rates 
therefore and to determine page location. 
The Herald reserves th l  r ight tO revise, edit, 
classify or relect any edvertlsement, and to " 
retain any answers directed to the Herald BOX 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box redlles on "Ho ld"  instrucflons not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of on odvarttsement wil l  
be destroyed unless mail ing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested nOt tO send originals of documents to 
avoid lOSS. Al l  claims of errors in advertisements 
must be received by the publisher within 30 d0ys 
after the first publication, 
It iS agreed by the odvertlser requesting space 
tho1 the l iabil ity of the Herald in the event of 
failure to publish on' advertisement or in the 
event Of an error appearing in :he advertisement 
• ~,S l~uoltShed shall  be l imited to the amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one Incorrent insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space Occupied 
by the incorrect or. omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no l iabi l i ty to any extent greater 
than the amount pa~d for such advertising. 
Advertisements must comply wi th  the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
advertising that discriminates against any 
person because ot his race, religion, fox, color, 
nstlorlality, ancestry or place Of origin, or 
because his age IS between 44 and 65 years. 
unless the condition iS justified by o bone tide 
r.e:qQirement for the work involv~J. . 
Classified Mail-in Form 
Please phone 635.4906 for 
furthe# Information. 
i . " (nc-6lun) 
THE TERRACE Concert 
Society will hold Its Annual 
General .Meeting on  
Wednesday, 16th May at 
7:30 p.m. at Caledonia 
Lecture  Theat re .  
Everyone welcome 
: (nc.16may)~ 
'TERRACE ART 
Association picture loan 
will be held Wednesday 
May 16th from 7-gpm. In 
the art  gallery. Everyone 
welcome. 
(nc-16may) 
THORNHILL CHAPTER 
es Order of the Eastern 
Star. Bake Sale & Raffle. 
Friday, May 18 af 2pm. 
Terrace Co.op. Proceeds to 
the Canadian Cancer 
Society. (nc.18may) 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT 
& LIVING SKILLS 
635.7663 
(pod. 
(ppd~aug. 84) 
JUDO CLUBS For lunlor 7- 
14 years. Ju:Jitsu for adult. 
For more Informatlm call 
635.9316 and 635.9556. 
(p3.30may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON- 
SERVATIVE Association of 
Skeena. Information 
Membershlpe. Phone 638- 
R.A.F*T. Responsible 
Action for Teens. General 
public meeting. Wed. May 
16 8pro. Carpenter's Hall, 
3312 Sparks. Film: Is 
There Life After Puberty? 
Guest spaker. Question & 
answer. 
(nc.16may) 
CHILDREN'S FAIR The 
Terrace • Women's Centre 
Is sponsoring a Children 
Fair BUT we need your 
energy and Ideas. If you 
are interested In making 
AVON IS FOR YOU 
Call Karen collect at 
635.7810. ' 
(p10-28mayi 43 For Rent 
• Misc. 
I 
22 For  'I 
FOR RENT- -  Cement 
Hire f()rms. Call 638.1396. 
(stfn) 
"A"  TICKETED 
JOURNEYMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
Noiobs to small, all lobs 
cons idered.  Very  
'reasonable rates. Phone 
638-1762. 
(p20-30moy) 
I 
L F IN ISHING CAR. PENTRY Renovations 
& additions. Jour- 
neyman carpenter. 
Rate S12.00 per hour. 
Phone 638.1931. (p20. 
• llune) 
L23  Serv ices  
III I I  I 
FREE 128 Career Guide 
shows you how to train at 
home for 205 top paying full 
and part time . lobs. 
Granton Institute (Dept. 1. 
25) 1055 West Georg ia  
Street No.2002 Vancouver. - 
Call (604)685.8923 today. 
(a~:c9- 
1,7,8,14, is,21,22,28,29may) • 
47 Suites 
for Rent 
. BIRCHWOOD 
APARTMENTS 
Two • bedroom suite 
avolleble 
- -qu iet ,  spacious, 
downtown locality 
• -adult only 
--security entrance, 
private porklng 
--large balcony 
To view please phone 
635.4422. (p10.25may), 
ONE BEDROOM 8, 
bache lor  su i tes .  
Avai lable Immediately. 
Frldge & stove Included. 
Sauna &, recreation 
room..635.9023 or 635. 
;189 to view. 
• . (p20.23mayC 
& " 2 BEDROOM 
.apartment located on. 
Brauns Island. Available 
for rent Immediately. 
Special rates for retired 
COMPUTER CLAssEs for or pensioners,' In. 
kids. Classes start May formation phone 635-3563 
town. No pets. Would like a 
family Phone 638.8412 after 
4pro. 
(pS.18may) 
3 BEDROOM house In 
town. Frldge, stove, 
washer and dryer, No po.ts. 
References required. Also 
2 bedroom trailer. No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 638,1366. 
• : (p10-24~oy) 
FOR RENT-- 3 bedroom 
upper duplex, 1100 sq. ft. 
frldge and stove Included, 
Carport. One block from 
Westend Store. Available 
June 1st. $450 per month. 
Plus deposit. No p/ets. 
Phone 635.2643. 
(p5-14may) 
THREE BEDROOM 
town houses close to 
shopping centres and  
schools. Phone Terrace 
Manor 638.94i7. 
(p20.21may) 
' 50  Homes 
for Sale ~ 
4 BEDROOM house In 
Horseshoe. area. Large 
sundeck, garage, large rec 
room. •Interested party • 
only. Price $81,500. Firm. 
635.3449. 
(p10.24may) 
1206 this event happen Come to ,,,,,h -nd 29th Lo"o  or 635;,1054." . . . . . . . .  
' ,a , . . '  a ' * " ' 5 YEAR OLD 3 level" split (p6.31eug84) 'meeting In the downstairs ~.M, . . . .  , , .  . . . .  . , ,6 e (nc3-14may) . . . . . .  • * 
of the library, May 22nd at ~.~,,,',~'- "'_~;'"'~"'~.:' : ASKIng $62,~0. Phone 635. i 
auva.b•u a.u y,ap,,,v,.o 753 f ' i~ m. For more In- . Available 25.00 ONE BEDROOM suite, 0 a mr 5pm. No agents.' , 
' " '  19a; 10.30a m and May 20 • • '  ' i "~: /  • PLAC~ ,~ i.]J J i on~x~l ~.~m from City' I to 11em Saturday 9am to ' " ' • e ' ' E :~': ' ' " ' * M"  " '~ ' s~a~, , , ,~om, , ,~ , , , , ,~  starts at 9am.Compl t PIANO FOR SAL ~ | &amAHb, BIIIBIHIt, IDI~ 1| i |  ~i0y~..~:lol features 
" "  . . . . . . . . .  ";':~'i;/~'-'i,'~ 'show each day with over 'Small upr ight ,  glossy I P t rPtamlnai ;nme' i  | I InclGde pine cel l lng,|  
• ~v~,,.-I-.,=..-, ' " ' fir 100 dogs. Both con- block, as new, must sell. | Frldge, stove, drapes, | | oplace, large master |  
bedroom wit SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP formation and obedience Phone 635-9278. , / corpettng off street | | h 3 pce.| 
LINE LLS-4042 A 24hr. line classes. ~oncesslon open . .  (pS.17moy) | per ltl.ng,:'.securlty | | ensUIte. 638.1321. .' | 
for support and Information all day : long.. .Publ ic I I 
for victims of sexual Welcome, no aammonce. I .. ' "  ' I . ~ .  
assault. Office location" charge. Banquet and  I XeBtS lMd Bt  I 
d.oe .T,pt m sm , ,  
Open 9.4, Mon.Frl. Tickets ave . ' • ~ , . -~- .~- . -  ~ | ' . .  ' ' 1  • • .000 ' : 
(pool-april30.84) show• For more In- ' _ I ;= ID~, ,~)  . |  Fh~l ~ mena'ger | upstelrs In loft, One.third 
formotlen call 635.,i217, ~.11 L.Z_~FdP"-...b~.. I ~ ' I acre scenic river view lot. 
PLEASE SUPPORT - ~.7L24 and evenings at " ~ [ , 1 ~ ~ I ~  | • o. ,~lwlqPAE | ~9,000 ~.5.4668 or 638:0670 
- 635.641M ~IB  I . .W,U 'U&,V J  ..i 1: none attar Ipm to view. 
( ~ .  a ~ ~ !  • (n¢.18may). p~/~/a~L~gfl~l~ ' ~  ( p 11 • 15ma y) 
I 
.59- MGbi le  ':..'.~': 
• pr0pe/t9 ' !. : . .H0:m',E: i . :  }.  ~ . .  :. ,. . .. 
• ' , "  , " '  " ' " .  ' . . " .  . . . . . .  " '~Moscow: (P~ute;).--: Ti)e-~ ~ernenko. /" 
. . • - " . . . .  ," ' :  • ..... , :',' " :"' i , ~.':i~ '; S~viat- Union's /decision .to pull. , Grarnov saidthe Soviet Union 
=OR RENT 5,000 S" FORSALE:-~:12X~,VI|Ia 0u(~T'tSe:,Smmer,01ympiosin: ~decided tostay but of the Games 
.': • ..  . . . .  ~ . ,  , . . '4 :  Vlsta,* '3',. bedroom :: ~ith Lo~" : . ,~gel~'  is : i~evocable, after an April-~/meeting in 
t/, .reta, s]or~ :.Locmeo I loey. 'shaci~. " Washer, O.,lympi~ ..a)m.mitt.~ 'chairma n Washington in which a U.S. state 
corner m LaKe:se ~ dryer, f r ldge ,  Stov¢~ Moral uram0V saia moay. : department . official.~ flatly 
Emerson - best .show ' dls'hwas~r and.-mlcro- ' .  :Grdm0~,spealdng ~t a news rejected all Soviet complaints, 
wlndows In .town - .for I wave bullt, ln~Phone ~,  Confer'~ce~:.'~.id:Sevle~' .spo~ts presented by an official of the 
" '" ':" In . . . .  ' • " " " .... Chiefb' had"" considered me Soviet Embassyal~out~Olympic 
fu r ther* :  formation e364.asklng $19,000., ' " - '  - "  " ~a  e fu l ]  and arrived -~" '~= ~ ,~,,',M " ' :: ' tn20.P;maw situation c r . y preparations,. : '."~'. 
~' ' ; ; ;es~rs :  . . . .  '~ . ", •' . . . .  ~. 7,.,• " "  at• the ~.c l~ ion  :the,' United FOLLOWS CONFERENCE 
pu . . . . .  " / ' :  ,. States'wasputting itspolitical That meeting followed by 
KNIGHT, 'MOBILE  HOME.  '-=-- ~ ' -  e'|'^se of the Ol"m- ic  three days a conference among (acc4-aprll.ffn) Lar ,e l  ~ ' -^"  " H,-h~ =,,,,,= ,,,u, ,,~ : ~, 
. , ,,, . . . .  m, s . . . . . .  ',~,;,,o,,,';,,t * ' Soviet and U.S. Olympic officials 
-.~--[-°eY-..shackif-u.r~ls-h~' . Any,further,efforts toobtain in Switzerland at which the 
QilU,.~UO. i *none (~k3,~-32:J~. ' ";"; " " ' - - s  "-=eles "ac . (n10.14mau ~ conmuons m LO ,,rag . Soviet Union voiced a series of 
,~  F . /  | |  , : :  . -  ,.. , . .ceptable/[0: Moscpw' Would be complaints and demands about 
WxW' ESTATE' Me)BILE 'sen~less gl~,e~, the attituds of travel arrangements for Soviet 
hon~e; 3 bedrooms "Se4.up the'." U,S. administration," athletes and security provisions 
and skirted In  : terrace Gramo~,,sald~ - .. at the Olympics, 
After the meeting in Swit- Trai ler Court.' Fenced, The comments appeared to 
'put ad end.to speculation i the zerland, Gramov said all but the landscaped: yard with :2 
storage sheds. $10,900" and 
open to offers.- Phone 
3705.: 
(p~-16may) 
19~ KNIGHT.. Trai ler 
1o:x;lo'.. plus ,addltlon 
I0'x22', flnlshed. Ex~llent 
cond l t lon ,  aS,SO0 
negotiable, Phon~ ¢13.~21. 
-(p20-71un) 
1980 SANDPOINT • mobile 
home. 14x70. in good con. 
dltlon; F0r. more In- 
formation .call 635-2261 ask 
for Rod or.Ann. ,: 
(accS.1~may) 
• , . " 
2 BEDROOM mobile.home 
for rent; Located In 
Terrace. Reasonable rent. 
Phone 627.7171. Available 
Immediately. 
(pS.lSmay) 
I I I  
6ORGcmot loncd .  
• .. Yehic leg .. 
No :go/ng back no:w: Olympic boycott 
.... • ' United states llad threatened to :who emerged to shy be:received 
harm Soviet bloc competitors, no indication whether the 
He added .that: any protest ..:Soviets would reconsider their 
demons(rations by. anti;Soviet ~ beyeott. 
groupwwould create an unfair BREAKS SILENCE 
West that Moscow might still 
~econkider its decision to with- 
draw ,if the U.S. offered new. 
guarantecs on th'e security of 
SOviet athletes. 
Jam"  'Antonio Samaranch, 
president of the International 
Olympic .Committee, said last 
Week he still hoped to persuade 
Seyi.e{; leaders:to Change their 
rninds~ and had asked for a 
meeting With President Ken- 
68:: i : ega l  - . . y .  
File 
I 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Mlnlstw of 
Environment 
Waste Manngement 
No. PR.3360 
55 6us inesg  
Oppor tun l tM 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
IN TERRACE, B.C. 
Chevron Canada Limited 
has a business opportunity 
available Imm~llately. to 
operate a Self.Serve 
Station In Terrace. 
Th is  challenging., op. 
portunlty will be attractive 
to Individuals who have a 
desire and obillty to run 
their ow n business and who 
are able to make a 
minimum capital In. 
vestment of $25,000• The 
station h as~ 2 covered 
pump Islands, 2 service 
bays and requires a dealer 
with some mechanical 
abil ity. The successful 
candidate wil l  rece ive  
training In the operation of 
the station, In the prin. 
clples of good bueiness 
management as well as a 
contiriulng program of 
marketing counselling. 
To apply, please contact: 
Chevron Canada Limited 
John • Meneghello, 638.8610. 
(acc2-15may) APPL ICAT ION FOR 
- I I I 'I AMENDMENT OF  
I " " " WASTE MANAGEMENT 
IEU$1NESS FOR|  22' TAURUS HOL IDAY PERMIT  
ISALE- -  Es tab l i shed|  
I i an l to r la l  bus iness |  TRA ILER Exce l ie iH  THIS APPL ICATION is 
condition. Low miles, to be filed with the 
Ip resent ly  gross lng i  S7900. Phone &la.1305affer Regi0nal Waste Manager, 
5pro. :' ' " Bag S,O00 3726 Alfred 
(pS.17may) Avenue, Smlthers, British 
$100,000 annual ly .  
Financial statements 
available. Operations 
Inc lude  vend ing  
machlnes,:Reply to  Box 
14g$~ : ,  c-o Terrace. 
Kltlmat Dally Herald, 
Box, 39~, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4B4• 
(p20-25maY) 
I I I I I 
56 ~ . ~. ,  ~ . ,~u,  . . 
• motorcuc le= 
I I  
1978 XS 1100 YAMAHA 
Fully tour packed. Ex- 
cellent condition. Low 
relies. Needs new pipes. 
Phone 635.5845. 
(p$.16may) 
security question had been 
resolved. 
But, he said today,, the state 
department rejected the Soviet 
elai~ of violations of the 
m 
5~utomoblles 
68 
Columbia, V0J 2N0. Any 
pal;son who may be af- 
fected by the amendment Legal to Permit No• PR-33~0 
described below ' may; 
within 30 days from the 
• date  o fpost lng ,  
~ .  publication; service or 
display, state in writing to 
the Manager hew he Is 
affected; 
P r~"  " PREAMBLE- -  The 
Vlnce ot, , • -~-, '~ .... ' " ~ "' " . . . . . .  ' ":~-, , ,  ~.~,," u ' t~Sa~ IFa~l¢ln 
British. Columbia " . . . . . . . . .  ;is ~o update the ~rml t  by 
Ministry of ' indicating changes In 
Forests registered name and 
COLLECTORSI 1~5 Buick 
Skylark Convertible Red 
with white bucket seats. 
New radials, top, pelnt. 
Never known rustl Im. 
maculatel S6500. Phone 
557.4363.  (Queen 
Charlottes). 
(pS.1Omay) 
Forest service 
NOTICE 
Regarding Examination 
for Llcence:to Scale Logs. 
Examination for Ileence 
to scale logs in the Iriterlor 
will be held at' Terrace. 
Th'e examination will. be 
preceeded by a scaling 
course. 
P lace:  Nor thwest  
Community CoJlege, 
Terrace 
Date of Scaling Course: 
May 281O June1 Inclusive 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. 
Date of Scaling Exam: 
June 6, 1984 
The course of Instruction 
must be attended by 
persons currenfiy holding 
an "Appointment of Acting 
Scaler". To these persons 
the examination Is free of 
charge. All other persons 
wil l  be charged an 
examination fee of $~0.00. 
Application forms for the 
examination (F.S.. 87,1~) 
must be completed and 
available for presentation 
at the examination. Tl~.se 
may be obtained from the 
Instructors during ~the 
course or from any District 
Manager's Office, 
Persons wishing to at. 
tend the course are 
requested to register by 
contaoflng one of the 
following Ministry of 
Forests district Offices. 
' Terrace 638.1154.1 
Hazelton 842.65el. 
V.M. strain 
Acting Reglonel Msnagor 
Ministry of Forests 
I 1 ,~  i ,, '~  =" - -  
• " , -  . 
: ,:~.:, : . .  
• ..,,~ ..~'~ 
~"~i'' ~~' ~ 
NEW:IN:TOWN? 
,l LET US PUT',:', "i 
O~'TH[ HAT 
FOR Y,OUI 
address of rite Permltte.e, 
and to Change in quantity 
of discharge according to 
the latest.formats of Waste 
Management Permits; 
I ,  Skeena Sawmills of 
P.O. Box 10, Terrace, 
British Columbia VSG 4A3 
hereby apply for amend- 
merit as described below, 
to .Waste Management 
Permi t  No. PR.3360 
granted on April 10, 1974, 
lest emended August 22, 
1980, Which author;Ized the 
discharge of refuse from a 
sawmill planermlli 
complex •located at" 
Terrace, B.C. to land. 
AMENDMENTS 
REQUESTED 
Before: .I.' Permlttee: 
Skeena Lumber Ltd. 
1200-1111 W~st Hastings 
Street 
Vancouver ,  Br i t i sh  
Columbia 
V6E 2K2: 
Ih Latter of Trammlltal: 
1. Maintain the works 
authority, by Appendix 01 
as a Level '~B" landfill in 
accordance with' the 
Pollution Control Ob. 
ioctNes for the Forest 
Products. Industry of 
British: Columbia, dated 
November 23, 1977. Ad- 
ditional operating In- 
structions" may be issued 
by the Regional Manager. 
2. Confine the refuse 
dlspoeal .sits at least 61 
metros from the edge of 
thesteep drop to the 
Klteumkelum River. 
3. Provide a drainage 
ditch around the lower side 
of the refuse disposal site 
to  contain Surface run.off. 
II1.: Appendix 01: 
bl The quantity of refuse 
which may be discharged 
is 4 cubic metres per day. 
After ~. ,i, i Permittee: 
Skesna Sawmills 
: ;Su i t s  1000, ~1100 Melville 
i:Strest . , 
NancouyeP,  Br i t i sh  
'Columbia 
V6E 4A6 
I1• Lefler Of Traflsmlffah 
To .delete entirely 
58 Trucks & 
Vc~n= 
I 
1979 JEEP  CHEROKEE 
~x4, automatic, radio' 
$2,600. Call 638.1979, offer 
6pro. 
(p10.24mey} 
MUST SELL-- 1980 Ford 
F150 4x4, 6 cyl. 'short box,, 
new fires, canow, roof 
rack, excellent condition. 
Asking $7,200. Phone 638. 
1919. 
(p10-25mey) 
1982 MAZDAB2000 Deluxe 
long box pickup. Canopy, 
chains, snows. $5,250. 
72,000 km. Phone 635.3745. 
~ (p3.15may)' 
• competitive atmosphere for 
Soviet athletes. 
He said the Soviet Olympic 
Committee considered the 
situation i  Los Angeles in great 
detail before "reaching its 
decision. But Conditions in Los 
Angeles presented "a pitiful 
picture. 
"Do you really want our 
athletes to live in a prison there? 
That's what the conditions there 
would be like." 
He denied the Soviet Union 
and allies which have joined it in 
passing up the Games were 
considering setting up an 
alternative Olympics at the time 
of the Los Angeles Games, 
saying the Soviets are entire|y 
opposed't() such an idea. 
Gramov said U.S. secret 
REPOSSESSION FOR 
SALE 
1974 In ternat iona l  
Dump Truck Contact 
C.I.B.C. In Kltlmat, 632. 
2i68. Highest or any bid 
not necessarily ac, 
cepted, ' " : 
.(acc10-16may) 
tgu DATSUN ~:lhiCab' 
4)(4, S speed. Low mileage;' 
Excellent condition. Will 
Olympic charter and charac- 
terized the Soviet demands groups and that they were 
made inSwitzeriandasfalseand planning to/drug and kidnap 
groundless. Soviet athletes. 
He reitered one of Moscow's Gramov met during the 
main reasons for withdrawing, weekend with Mexican Olympic 
saying emigre groups in the official Mario~Vasque~ Rana, 
• The news conference was the 
first" break in the silence by 
Soviet officials since the with- 
drawal was announced. 
Gramov refused to speculate 
on the possibility Moscow might 
also decide to stay away from 
the 1988 Olympic Games in South 
Korea, a country with which the 
Soviet Union has no diplomatic 
relations. 
It was wrong, he said, for 
Western countries to describe 
the Soviet decision as a boycott. 
"We are in no way violating 
the Olympic charter. Every 
N0C (national Olympic com- 
mittee) has the right to decide 
whether to attend the Games. 
We have decided 'not to go and 
have sent out our notice." 
So far, seven Soviet allies have 
services have infiltrated protest joined in withdrawing. 
Afghanistan, the focal point of 
the U.S.-led Olympic boycott of, 
the 1980 Moscow Games, with- 
drew Sunday. Bulgaria, East 
Germany, Mongolia, Vietnam, 
Lags and Czechoslovakia with- 
Peace offering from John 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  John Turner made a Tumer's closest rival, Energy Minister Jean 
peace Offering Sunday to worried Quebec ChreUen, forced Turner's hand with his cull for 
angiopbenes with a strong statement ofsupport entrenchment of he language rightsof Franco- 
Ontarians "in the interest of Canadian unity." for minority language rights. 
"In Quebec, Bill 101 went too far," Turner 
said in a question.and.answer s ssion at a 
Liberal policy forum, the third of five in 
preparation for next month's leadership 
convention i  Ottawa. 
"Several of its provisions are offensive and I 
support freely the court challenges program," 
said the Toronto lawyer and candidate to 
succeed Pierre Trudeau as party leader• 
The president of Rosemont riding Liberals, 
John Faratro, a previously uncommitted 
delegate, was sittin[g at the back of the 
ballroom in the downtown hotel as Turner 
made the comment. He pulled a Turner button 
out of his pocket and pinned it on his lapel. 
"I'm satisfied now he's 0n•the right track," 
Faratro said. 
It was not, however, convincing enough' for 
delegate Mary Samborsky, vice.president of
Notre.Dame-de-Grace-Lschine-Est, who had 
tolda reporter she would ~hake up her mind 
after the debate. 
At the end of a day of sp~ches from seven 
candidates, Samborsky appeared more con- 
fused than ever. , 
"Don't ask me any questions," she said, 
waving a clutch of documents. "I have to go 
through all these papers." 
But Turner endorsed only the extension of 
bilingual services in Ontario, saying he would 
leave it to the provincial government and 
legislatureto find an aeceptablesolution. 
Chretien appealed to Liberals' emotions as 
his backers put on the loudest and most colorful 
show of the day. 
His supporters staged what appeared to be a 
dry run for the Ottawa convention with a 
carefully planned isplay of hoopla. 
Quebec ampaign director Leonce .Mercier 
said 24 busloads of Chretien supporters were 
brought to Montreal fromacross the province• 
Mercier said 1,800 of the 3,000 party faithful at 
• the day-long affair were Chretien supporters, 
although not necessarily delegates. 
Despite anall-candidate agreement to ban 
signs and hoopla, squads of Chretien workers, 
Htspa  cs,:. n ow t rget 
The Herald, Monday, May 14, 1984, Page 9 .~ 
K.  CHERNENKO ' 
drew last Tuesday. ~" 
In the United States, William r! 
Simon, president of the U.S. :~: 
Olympic Committee and who 
heads the U.S. delegation to an _ 
emergency IOC meeting next i=-" 
Friday in Switzerland, called the .~. 
Soviet pullout "politics, pure r.~ 
politics. This is a baseless and .:.: 
flagrant abuse of the Olympic ~:; 
charter." ~'~ 
Turner 
ferent" from the Tortes since there was an :". 
agreement that there would be "no demon-'" 
strations or political hoopla." " '  
While there was substantial applause and '!" 
floor demonstrations for Chretien and Turner, :~ 
there was little for the other candidates, "" 
Economic Development Minister Don John- 
stun, Employment Minister John Roberts,.:: 
Indian Affairs Minister John Munro .... 
Agriculture Minister Eugene Whelan and '~ 
Justice Minister Mark MacGuigan. .~ :..; 
LAUDS TRUDEAU : 
All paid tribute to Trudeau, who intervened -:- 
in the campaign Friday when his office issued a .:'. 
statement saying Turner had misrepresented :~:
the reasons for his resignation as finance 
minister in 1975. 
Turner told reporters on Thursday he had not :,: 
received Trudeau's full support from the ~ 
cabinet in his attempt to get labor's agreement ~/ 
for voluntary wage and price controls• .:: 
Some barbs did fly and Turner winced when ::~ 
using walkie-talkies, covered the convention Whelan said Canadians "don't want two ~.-~ 
floor with. orehestrated cheering and placard Mulroneys" - -  a reference to Tory Leader :" 
waving bysupporters, wearing Chretien T- Brian Mulroney. .=: 
shirts, windbreakers, sun visors and scarves. He later appeared to be aiming another barb ::~ 
They had a four-piece band from Chretien's at Turner when he.said, 'Tve never had one of i: 
hometown of Shawinigan playing to open-air .my companies go bankrupt" -- an apparent ~.~ 
tables at a nearby plaza, with free soft drinks, reference to the former finance minister's ~-': 
Earlier, Liberal president Irma Campagnola investment in a film company that recently i:: 
boasted how the Grits were "profoundly dif- went bankrupt• ": 
FloOds in Utah"  
I 
consider car or truck as. 
pai't payment. Asking 
$79oo ~3s.4~46. 
(p4.1Smay) 
19 '  FORD Pickup F I~.  
One owner. Excellent 
¢ondltlm. :26,000 original. 
miles. Anklng price $4,000 
firm. Phone 635-7851. 
• (pt0.22may) 
of Mondale campaign 
Walter Mondalef seeking to regain his Political Association meeting in San Jose, 
earlier fighting form, is wooing Califor- Calif. 
nia's Hispanic voters and criticizing rival ATTACKS HART 
Gary Hart on arms control as the three Later in the Van Nuys suburb of Los 
U.S.' Democratic presidential contenders Angeles, Mondale spoke to some National 
campaign for the largest state delegate Organization for Women members and 
prize, attacked Hart on arms control and the 
proposed nuclear weapons freeze, which 
Jesse Jackson was preaching party he says Hart was slow to embrace. 
unity Sunday, saying there will be a Mundale was campaigning in an 
"period of reconciliation" after Califor- Hispanic area of Los Angeles again today 
nia's June 5 primary, the last and biggest before flying to Oakland and San Fran- 
delegate contest before the convention in cisco, where he planned a fund-raiser with 
San Francisco in July. Mayor Dianne Feinstein. 
"We are competing for the nomination 
on the one hand, but then there's the Democrats in two states hold primaries 
specter of (President) Reagan beyond Tuesday, with 24 delegates at stake in 
July," Jackson said. Nebraska nd 43 lobe d~lded in Oregon. 
Hart went to San Francisco today before In Portland, a poll published today by 
heading back to Nebraska one day before The Oregonian ewspaper said Hart had 
the state holds its presidential primary. 49-per-cent support o 28 for Mondale and 
Jackson remained in California, where nine for Jackson. The survey of 367 voters 
Democrats will decide 306 of the state's 345 was conducted Wednesday through 
delegates in the primary, flying to Saturday and has a margin of error of plus 
Oakland after a Sunday night rally at a or minus 5.2 per cent. 
chureh in the Watts area of Los Angeles. In Nebraska, a poll published, by the 
Jackson and Hart followed the former Lincoln Sunday Journ~ and Star 
vice-president with appeals for Hispanic newspaper showed Hart with 41 per cent o 
v-otesSunday, but it was Mondale who won Mondale's 31 and Jackson's four, with 17 
theendorsementofthe'Mexican-American per cent undecided. ' 
Marcos is put 
to the test 
MANILA (AP) --  city yelling and honking 
Filipinos began voting this horns to protest his 
morning in a test of lawmaking powers and 
President Ferdinand U.S. support for his 18-year 
Marcos's government, rule. 
Marcos, accompanying I0,0~0 RALLY 
his wife Imelda to a voting: Police threatened to 
precinct near the break up an anti-Marcos, 
presidential palace, said anti-American, anti-ale- 
he would be surprised if his ction rally by 10,000 people 
opponents win 30 of the 183 at Rizal Park on Sunday, 
national assembly seats at but it ended peacefully. 
stake in the election. . Merges, in videotaped 
"They really don't have newscast appesrances, 
their hearts in it," he said premised a clean and 
of a movement to boycott honest election. But 
the elections, members of an in- 
Twenty-five million dependent watchdog roup 
eligible voters were said Sunday they had 
choosing from among reports of vote-buying, 
about 1,000 candidates, missing election forms and 
Polling officials applied other signs of cheating. 
a drop of indelible ink to Voting Is mandatory, 
- -  Flooding andmudslides and workers spent L: 
from the "long-feared Mother's Day fighting 
melting of Utah's near- " back the runoff brought on ~: - 
record snowpack closed by a second day of tern- E: 
several highways ~ and peratures around 29 !~ 
washed into basements Celsius. It was a year ago ~ 
Sunday. One person was next week that flooding =:.-r. 
killed and at least four caused by similar con- ~-2. 
were injured, ditions began, leaving :': 
behind $480 million in ~ 
Hundreds of volunteers damage. -: 
Co=h-=. i 
Apadments 'i! 
2)./.., .e.,r...r ,1..it,'.,, f.,J., . . . . ,  ~.. 
-.,roV,.f, J..r.,, " J " ' " "  e='~'f. 
I ° 638-8245 
. v  
TERRACE'S i 
NEWEST & BES.T TOO ~. 
:2 
.... - -At t ract ive ,  spacious, extra storage room [-:.' 
- -Beaut i fu l  appliances, t i led showers 
• - -Lovely  cupboards, double s.s. sinks [~ 
• "Large  balconies with screened patio doors ~: 
- -Lots  of park ing-  recreation court ~: 
--Security,  enter phones and deadbolts 
. - -Drapery  co.ordinated to w- -w carpets ::: 
- -Walking distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  or iented, close to schoOls ~i 
¢, 
x~ 
~.'~, 
Now at affordable Rates 
~ ~ ~  One bedroom at 8325 e* me. 
Two bedroom at $36000 me. 
--Hospita I, convenience store, parks, 
III. AplmMIx 01: b) The Mrs. Marcos's manicured and penaltiss for failure to car wash, all in area 
quantity of refuse which index finger before she vote include six months in '$~.N M0Vl i l  I l l |w ince t i t  May 1 31 
may be discharged Is voted. The ink, required jail, disqualification for. 
maximum 125 m3•d for all voters, is designed public office and loss of Prof smonallv Manaued 
This application, dated to prevent people from voting pdvlleges• 
on March .23, 1984, was voting more than once. Two candidates were by trained staff who respect 
posted on the •ground In The voting followed a killed during campaigning and care for our tenants 
accordance with the Waste noisy but relatively for the assembly, and at 
Management Regulations. peaceful night in Manila. least 32 other people were Telephone: 635-5968 
Per Hanrlchsen, -Marcos'sopponentsrallled killed in other election- 
GImeral ManNer for a boycott, then mar- related incidents during Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
• . .  (accl.14may) ched or drove around the the seven-week campaign. 
* , , k = ~  ¸ 
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I Creat've e ' :::;:1 Debut  :anyth/ngbut` ' " 
. . . . . . . . . .  .; , ~ ..... * ;  ' - : / '  ~ i  : 
xploston hit ..... 
I with  Penticton arts fe tivall . . . .  (CP) *.:;- The Shaw FestiVal s= an-" nounceme~t that i t s  23rd season would observe the Ontario B icen-  
teanial this sum~ner with Bernard 
a yawn 
. . . . . .  ,~:v ~!'. :~:.'.~i.'.: ,. . . . . . .  :.. : :~ 
walking into Central America. The 
spirit of Nicaragua now.is not that 
different from the spirit of AmeriCa 
then. How soon we forget Am edc~ 
. was a country founded on the spirk o 
freedom and fresh life. I think that PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) - -Th is  
Okanagan community, tucked 
betweeFI two sparkling lakes in 
British Columbia's fruit belt, has 
long been a favorite haunt for 
sunbathers, beachgoers and 
boating enthusiasts. 
But this week it will be filled with 
a different kind of folk - -  singers, 
composers, jazz dancers, 
playwrights. There will be actors, 
artists, painters, street minstrels, 
film producers. 
In alL, 1,500 British Columbians 
will gather to creatively express 
themselves during the B.C. 
Festival of the Arts. 
Those who just happen to be in 
town during the five-day event, 
which begins Tuesday, will have 
more to do than stroll through the 
orchards or relax on the shores of 
Okanagan Lake. 
They'll have the chance to view 
24 different stage plays in the 
evenings. They'll be able to see a 
500-piece exhibit of major works by 
British Columbia painters, 
sculptors, print.makers and 
photographers. They'll be able to 
visit a huge crafts fair, featuring 
was what Shaw was talking about. 
"I've developed a great deal more 
respect for Shaw through this work 
than I had When I began," Lille said. 
'He was really a man of the theatre 
and not just a political polemecist, 
= Whenever we've run into difficulty in 
rehearsal, we've gone back, to see 
precisely what it was he says, and 
he's right." 
It's far too late now to criticize the 
play as a play, Lille Said. It has been 
donb successfully many times. If this 
production doesn't work, it will be his 
fault; qot shaw's. 
;ms  Did colonial :town seems the 
ideal setting. It was here in 1792 that 
' the  first parliament of the British 
colony, now Ontario, met one hot 
• August afternoon in the shade of an 
oak tree, a spot now marked by a 
plaque on a school a'few blocks from 
everything from woodcarving to 
weaving. 
Scene design, mask-making, 
mime and instrumental production 
are just a few of the workshops 
available to participants and the 
public alike. 
Such luminaries as jazzman 
Paul Horn, artist Tony Onley, will give • artists "the same op  
singer-actor Leon Bibb and singer portunity to participate and excel '  
Shari Ulrich will be here to that .the B.C. Games give 
headline the festival. 
MORE THAN DISPLAY athletes." 
But festival general manager • 
Derek McCooey says that there'll 
be more to this event than per- 
formance and display. 
"We are stressing the learning 
and shared aspect of the arts," he 
says. 
McCooey, who says mere than 
90,000 British Columbians have 
communion with one another and 
the joy of creative aEcomplishment 
• . .  the B.C. Festival of the Arts la 
simply a celebration of man's j 
capacity to create." 
Provincial Secretary Jim 
Chabot, the minister responsible 
for the festival, believes the event 
"This festival will bring the best 
musicians, dancers, actors and 
fine artists in the province together 
in one place at one time. for an 
exciting Week of competitions, 
workshops, . displays and Per- 
formances." 
The festival involves four major, 
provincial arts organizations: 
been involved in pre.festival c-  Assembly of B•C. Arts Councils, 
tivities in some 60 commun!ties in Association. of B.C. Drama 
the province, adds that he's looking Educators; ~ B.C9 Association of 
forward to a kind of creative and Performing Arts Festivals; and 
learning "explosion" in the coming Theatre B.C. 
days. At the conclusion of the events 
"We are looking to the Greek Saturday, each of these 
virtues of harmony and joy --  the organizations will give awards to 
harmony of the arts and artists in outstanding entries. 
Jackson, Reagan a team 
in anti-drunk driving ads 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  With paign against drunken driving. 
The 25-year.old singer was to be 
honored at a ceremony today for his 
starring role in the 30-second 
television commercial and a 60- 
second radio spot against drunken 
driving. 
Hundreds of White House staffers 
President Reagan as his host, 
superstar Michael Jackson is using a 
White House stage to show off a 
television cSmmercial that will be 
the centrepiece of a national cam- 
Ronald Reagan 
and guests were expected to put aside 
their work to catch a glimpse of 
Jackson and the ads, which feature 
the pulsating music of his hit song 
Beat It. 
Reagan planned to present the 
singer with the presidential public 
safety communication award for 
performing in the commercials as a 
public service. 
Organizers of the event hoped it 
would stir up enough publicity to 
persuade television and radio 
stations to begin airing the spots now 
as young people head for graduation 
parties, proms and summer Michael Jackson 
vacation. 
"This is really the time to makean 
impact on young people," said Jim portunity to be photographed with the 
Coyne, the chief of Reagan's cam- country's hottest star, whose album 
paign for private sector .initiatives: Thriller has.soldmore than 33 million 
For Reagan, the ,occasion copies and Won a record'eight 
presented an election-year op, Grammy awards. ' 
Children's film key to revival 
To producer Rock ~ecame convmceo there 
Demers, children hold one was a demand for feature- 
of the keys to the revival of length childrens' films," 
Canada's faltering film says Demers, a veteran 
industry• Quebec film distributor. 
"Two years ago, I "Quality childrens films 
All 
,ha., PEOPLE 
Podborski, tv host 
marry in Toronto 
Retired ski champion Steve Podborski and 
television personality Ann Rohmer were married 
Saturday before asmall group of family and friends 
in Toronto. 
Podborski, 26, a member of the famed Crazy 
Canucks, left competitive skiing in March after a 10- 
year career that saw him win the World Cup 
downhill title in 1980 and a bronze medal in the 1980 
Winter Olympics. . ' 
Rohmer, 27, was co-host of the Global television 
show That's Life, cancelled recently after five 
years. She will join CTV News next month after a 
honeymoon i  Hawaii. Podborski has entered the 
sporting oods business. 
Chess champion 
finds his sister 
The sister o f  Josef Smolij, Toronto's "world 
record" chess player, finally tracked him down 
after a 40-year separation. 
But alga Seller, of East Germany, who located 
her. brother through the Red Cross, might have 
found him sooner if she'd read the Guinness Book of 
World Records, which lists him as the world's 
fastest chess player. 
"It's a miracle of miracles," said Smulij, after a 
Red Cross official reached him in Toronto. He 
wears a sweater wih "Kill aS you go gambit" 
emblazoned on the back. 
Neither Smolij nor his sister has a phone, but the 
Red Cross has sent a letter to Selling telling her of 
his whereabouts. Smolij said he will write but fears 
he may never see his sister again because of the 
cost of a trip overseas. 
Restaurant refuses 
former president 
Former U.S. president Jimmy Carter was 
recently denied aseat in a posh Boston hotel dining 
room by the head waiter when he showed up 
wearing a cardigan instead of a jacket, a Boston 
Herald columnist says. 
Writer Norms Nathan says a secret service agent 
went into the hotel after Carter was turned away 
and protested: "That's the president." 
But head waiter Ursula Stadt stuck to her guns, 
replying: "All the more reason he should wear a 
jacket." 
Carter ate elsewhere. 
for the last decade or so 
usually came from ' 
Eastern Europe (Hungary, 
Poland) and they had 
international appeal. But it 
soon became vident hey 
always dealt with the same 
material, themes were 
often repeated and the 
films did not seem to 
evolve." ' " 
With a modest start-up 
investment, Demers began 
putting together an am- 
bitious package of eight 
"family,oriented" films to 
be shot in Canada in the 
next four years. The films 
are aimed not only at nine- 
to 12-year-olds, but also 
years• 
"They agreed, but ouly if 
the other children were not 
told. We did. it in one take• 
It was done so simply. Just 
after the kiss, they just 
stood there looking at each 
other." 
It isn't Disney and 
Demers wants it that way" 
"I have been influenced by 
Disney, but only in a 
negative way," he said. "I 
absolutely do not want to 
make films like that." 
• Disney's world involved 
competitiveness, stere- '  
otyping of. women and 
general ly harmful role 
models, he said. Even 
their 15arents. Snow White, long con- 
"I am convinced that sidered a Disney classic, 
projects uch as this will "traumatized . children 
make all' the difference in everywhere with the witch 
putting the Canadian film sequence." 
industry back on its feet," By contrast, Demers' 
Demurs says confidently, films will 'be ."humorous 
MOOD. UNIVERSAL and hopeful," even dealing 
Export is his buzz word. with "socially oriented 
"Our  films will try to subjects." One script 
create a mood that .  depicts a g i r l  who lives. 
isCanadiun and universal with both' hei" separated 
at the same time," lm said, parents. Others will be 
emphasizing !'universal," comedies, thrillers or 
The Canadian aspect- -  iramas, but all will be of 
winter -- is obvious in his ~ "impeccable quality," 
first film, The Dog Who 
StoppeQ the War - -  called 
in French, La Guerre des 
tuques -- to be released in 
both languages across 
Canada in October. The 
plot revolves around a 
"friendly" war between 
youngsters seeking to 
capture asnow castle built 
during Christmas. 
Shot outdoors in 
Quebec's isolated 
Charlevolx County on a 
$1.5-million budget, the 
film stars 17 school 
children between the ages 
of nine and 13, who split 
i~to two warring factions. 
One group is led by a 
boy, the other by a girl. 
Boy meets girl. Boy likes 
girl but cannot show it. 
Plot takes off. Director 
Andre Melancon says 
dealing with the "physical 
attraction" between a 12- 
year-old boy and an ll- 
year-old girl wasn't easy. 
IIAD TO KISS 
"They met near'the snow 
castle and I told them the 
scene required them to 
kiss," recalls Melancon, 
who has. worked' with 
making them saleable on 
international film 
markets. 
The next film in Demers' 
series, Michael's Fright, 
will be shot in Montreal 
later this year. It will be 
followed • by another, 
tentatively titled Seagull, 
to be filmed in Vancouver 
next year. 
Each will be released 
simultaneously in English. 
'and French - -  "very un- 
typical of the Quebec film 
industry" - -  and will be 
financed with a com- 
bination of private and 
government money, as 
well as revenue from pay- 
TV sales. 
Before tax shelters, 
noted Demers, Canada had 
"intimate little films that 
appealed to l i tt le,  
audiences." With the 
shelters, Canadian film-: 
makers made large and:  
often financially 
disastrous films "that had 
little connection with 
reality as seen by movie 
audiences. 
"Now, we have an 
children in film and equilibrium between those. 
television for the last 15 two extremes." 
Shaw's American Revolution story, 
The Devil's' Dlsell)le, seemed to rate 
only a yawn. , ~ 
• Now it promises to be anythingbut. 
Artistic .; director Christopher 
Newton has chosen Larry Lillo, a ,  
young director from the :country's 
thriving collective, improvisational 
and experimental theatre to make 
not only his Shaw Festiva ! debut; but 
display his, first public encounter 
With the cantankerou~ Irish-English 
playwright on the festival's opening 
night May 23. 
Here in the .800-seat Festival 
Theatre, Lillo will attempt to sho W 
that George Bernard Shaw is not yet 
dead to the world though he did die, 
physically, in 1950 at the age of 94. 
PLAY EARLY SHAW " 
The Devil's Disciple is one of 
Shaw's early plays, written in 1897 
and loosely based on a real incident 
George Bernard Shaw 
.Devil's Disciple, Richard Dudgeon; 
Michael Ball the virtuous parson; 
David Hemblen as Col. Burgoyne; 
and Jennifer Phipps is Mrs. 
in New England in t777, with shaw's Dudgeon, to whom Shaw gave a most the Festival Theatre. 
usual preachings and odd in-  unflattering description, "not Newton, who rides around town on 
terpretation of society. Odd, tha t is, prepossessing, . .  disagreeable." ' a bicycle, has shaken up shavian 
in his day. Lillo now thinks otherwise. SHOWS INSIGHT traditionalists bymaking the festival 
An athletic 37-year-old ex-navy "T i le  play," Lillo:said in an in- a lively event. Three weeks :before 
English scholar from northern terview, "is a remarkable insight the opening, more than 40 per cent of 
Alberta, Lillo says the play has intoperceptian,ourperception0fevil the season's tickets had been sold. 
remarkable insights into con- and good; how we tend todivide "christopher has set, the tone of 
temporary affairs, which he intends everyone into the good guys and.the this place, something very special," 
to bring .outiin the prednction. He badguys, the East and theWest, and, ' Lillo said. "Where else are you given 
hopes U.S. , • so on, He's saying it's not necessarily the freedom to make mistakes, to try 
tourists eeing it wilirecognize it as I :llkethat: You could find yourself on things, to experiment? There are not 
more than just an Englishman's view" the oth~r side tomorrow, many placeswbere you can walk into 
of America. 'iI:think it's a vei'y pertinent p iay  the mainstage theatre and open their 
J im Mezon, one of the festival's today, especially with the Americans season and be given room to ex-. 
fast developing talents, plays the- apparently on the very verge of periment." 
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